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A b s tr a c t
In this thesis, a novel approach of mapping vacuum magnetic surfaces tha t uses 
techniques developed in tomography is presented. The construction of a m ulti­
wire grid detector system and the electronics designed specifically for the exper­
iment in H-l will be described. The reconstruction technique adopted to process 
the projection data from the experiment, Algebraic Reconstruction Technique 
( “ART” ) will be discussed together with the concepts im portant to understand­
ing it.
The results of studies to simulate the tomographic surface mapping will also 
be presented. The simulation provides insight into some aspects of the 
experiment, e.g. noise in data, effect of mapping geometry, etc., and it also aided 
in determining the optimum values of the parameters involve in the reconstruction 
process, e.g. relaxation parameters, constraints, term ination of the processing, 
etc., imposed on the projection data.
The scheme of investigating the sources of error fields in H-l using the HELIAC 
code will be described, and can be found in the general discussion of error field 
analysis and outlined using mapped surfaces from both the tomographic and 
fluorescent technique. It will be seen in the results of the error field analysis 
in H-l tha t both techniques gave a consistent value (within 1mm) for the ring 
conductor displacement, a nominal displacement of 2.5 mm is predicted from the 
fluorescent technique while the the tomographic technique predicted 1.6 mm. The 
consistency of the two techniques is again demonstrated in the mapping done on 
the 5/4 resonance island where the current-crossovers of the poloidal field coil is 
the resonant error field source.
The results presented in this thesis will show that this novel approach in mapping 
vacuum magnetic surfaces can be a more effective and accurate alternative to the 
fluorescent technique, mainly because it can operate with lower beam energies, 
the detector position can be accurately calibrated against the machine centre 
and the images it produces are free of the optical distortion characteristic of the 
camera-based fluorescent technique.
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C hapter 1
In trod u ction
The 1980’s saw a renewed interest in stellarators as a viable alternative to toka- 
maks as nuclear fusion devices. This revival was sparked by a combination 
of the advances in theoretical and computational plasma physics of the time 
[4, 31, 45, 46] as well as a recognition of the recurrent problems encountered 
in tokamak experiments due to their large induced plasma currents. Various 
stellarator facilities are now in operation, for example: the Advanced Toroidal 
Facility(ATF) [41], Heliotron-E [59], Compact Helical System(CHS) [44], Wendel- 
stein VII-AS^[51], TJ-II [1], SHEILA [6] and H-l [25]. The magnetic coil design of 
each of these stellarators has been optimized to address various issues concerning 
the equilibrium, stability and transport properties of their plasma configurations. 
They can be grouped into two classes depending on the shear of the magnetic 
field: 1) the high shear “conventional’’ stellarators such as Heliotron-E, CHS and
ATF and 2) the low-shear, magnetic-well-stabilised devices such as W7-AS, TJ-
Laroyt UeAic*  ^ V6'J\(ts
II, and H-l. The LHD^experiment, under construction in Japan, is a member of 
the first stellarator class which is being built to achieve some of the conditions 
necessary for a fusion reactor. The W7X project, under way in Germany, is a 
higly optimised stellarator which combines the “advanced stellarator” concept of 
W7-AS with the helical axis of the Heliacs and the HSX “ Helically Symmetric 
Experiment”, under construction in the USA, is a relative of the helias in which 
some undesirable toroidal harmonics are dramatically reduced.
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The H -l, TJ-II, and SHEILA devices belongs to the class of helical axis stellara- 
tors or Heliac. The prototype SHEILA heliac was the first device of its kind in 
operation in the world. H-l is presently in its second year of operation, and the 
similarly sized TJ-II is presently under construction by the European Community 
in Spain. The concept behind the Heliac is similar to the standard “figure-eight” 
stellarator concept proposed by Spitzer in 1958 [57]. In the figure-eight, the ro­
tational transform in the magnetic configuration can be produced by either a 
solenoidal field with the figure-eight shape or by adding a “transverse m ultipo­
lar helical field with helical sym m etry” . In a Heliac, the rotational transform 
is achieved by the helical displacement of the centre of the toroidal coils with 
respect to the central conductor. An aspect H-l shares with SHEILA and T J-II 
is the incorporation of a / =  1 helical winding around the central conductor which 
allows control of the rotational transform and magnetic shear. This additional 
winding, greatly increases the range of vacuum magnetic configurations th a t can 
be studied, thus, they are called “flexible heliacs” [26]. Figure 1.1 shows a typi­
cal H-l configuration in 3-D surface representation and table 1.2 compares the 
parameters of H -l, SHEILA and TJ-II.
Before meaningful plasma experiments can be performed on a stellarator, the 
vacuum magnetic field needs to be mapped to confirm that the desired configura­
tions are achieved.To varying degrees, the idealised configurations are not realised 
because of the effects of error fields. These error fields may originate from the 
presence of magnetised iron structures close to the device, leakage fields from the 
current feeders of the coils, faults in the assembly of the coils or mis-alignment of 
the coils. They can modify the configuration and degrade its confinement prop­
erties: whenever a magnetic surface in the configuration resonates with the error 
field, large magnetic islands may arise, deforming the configuration and forming 
ergodic regions. It is im portant, therefore, to identify and measure the error 
fields and determine their sources so that they can be controlled. If, for example, 
the source of the error field is a misalignment of the coils, then the alignment 
could be corrected, or if the error field comes from an unavoidable source, then 
a compensating field can be incorporated in the configuration to lessen its ef-
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Figure 1.1: The typical configuration of H-1(N=3 helical axis stellarator). 
(Note that only half the number of the toroidal field coils are illustrated.)
S H E I L A HI T J - I I
num ber o f fie ld  Deriods 3 3 4
num ber o f to ro id a l coils 24 36 32
Mean radius o f to to id a l co ils (m ) 0 . 0 6 5 0 . 3 8 3 0 . 4 2 5
sw ing radius o f  to ro id a l co ils (m ) 0 . 1 9 ) o .z z 0 . 2 8 5
M aior rad ius(m ) 0 . 1 9 1 . 0 1 . 5
Typica l mean m ino r Dlasma rad ius(m ) 0 . 0 3 0 . 2 0 0 . 1 - 0 . 2 5
Plasma vo lu m e (m ) 0 . 0 0 4 0 . 9 1
average fie ld (T ) 1 . 0
M aximum fie ld (T ) 0.4 0 . 2 5 / 1 . 0
D ura tion (s ) 0 . 0 4 oo/l
Maximum ring current(kftt) 28 500 -2 8 0
Mean radius o f c o n tro l he lix (m m ) 1.4 96 70
D iam eter o f vacuum  enc losure (m ) 0 . 6 3.9
r f  heating  pow er(kW ) 0.4 2 00
Figure 1.2: Parameters of SHEILA, H -l and TJ-II.
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fects [9, 14, 29, 36, 37, 61]. In H -l, because of its low shear, a configuration can 
be avoided altogether if an error field is known to produce destructive resonant 
islands by using the helical coil to change the rotational transform.
The traditional methods of mapping magnetic flux surfaces use either a directed 
low-energy electron beam [13, 18, 23, 27, 29, 35, 52, 58, 56] or a bare emissive 
filament [20, 40] em itting in all directions.
In the directed electron beam method, a beam of electrons is launched parallel 
to the held lines of the magnetic surface and a detector intercepts its path to 
produce the poloidal map of the surface. An advantage of this method over 
the bare-emissive filament method is that, since the electron beam is practically 
confined to the held line tracing the surface it is mapping, the rotational transform 
can also be measured. It is im portant, however, to note tha t the measured map 
of the surface using the electron beam method is the electron drift surface which, 
if we assume that the electron has only a parallel velocity(v||) to the magnetic 
held(B), is shifted from the hux surface by an amount approximately given by 
— (±V||me/eB7) [27]. The (± ) sign is determined by the relative direction of the 
electron velocity with the held lines, 1 is the rotational transform of the hux 
surface and me and e are the mass and charge of the electron, respectively. To 
minimize the effect of this drift in the mapping, the best possible conditons must 
be adopted by using a low-enegy electron beam and highest possible magnetic 
held.
The conventional detectors used in the directed electron beam method are either 
a huorescent-coated mesh or rod, or an electric collector-probe. The use of the 
fluorescent probe is by far the most popular because it allows an accurate and 
complete imaging of the hux surfaces. In this technique, light spots are em itted 
whenever the electron beam hits the detector and are recorded with a CCD 
camera. The image is stored either by using a video recorder or, in digitized- 
form, directly in a computer. Typical beam energies required for the light spots 
to be bright enough for analysis ranges from 40 eV to 300 eV. In the lower regime 
of the beam energy, image intensihers are usually employed either by the use of
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special CCD cameras [13] or specially designed rod detectors [58].
In the emissive-filament technique, a heated and bare filament is used to scan 
the magnetic surfaces. The current collected by the vacuum vessel wall (diode 
method) and/or a transparent grid (triode method) is measured and analyzed. 
Assuming that the surface has constant effective resistance (also a measure of 
confinement of the electrons) tha t is different from other surfaces, then the emis­
sion current plotted against the position of the probe will give a map of the flux 
surfaces.
Tims dbe4i<. describe5a novel alternative to the existing surface mapping 
schemes which is motivated by the success of the slice-imaging techniques (to­
mography) developed in the fields of medical imaging and astronomy [30]. The 
new technique involves the use of a directed e-beam and multi-wire grid detector 
to produce projections of the surface. The image of the surface is reconstructed 
from the projection data using discrete back-projection and a well known algo­
rithm  to enhance the image called ART (Algebraic Reconstruction Technique). 
This technique was first performed in SHEILA [5] in a very limited fashion but 
with convincing results. Some modifications have been added since th a t tim e 
and a higher resolution detector was designed for the mapping experiment in 
H-l. The system has a very high absolute positional accuracy, characteristic of 
precision rotating mechanisms, uses low-current, low energy beam, and does not 
suffer from optical distortions or camera pixel resolution limits.
Chapter 2 contains the discussion of the design principles and construction of 
the H-l device, definitions of the parameters that describe vacuum magnetic 
configuration and other concepts related to it, and a discussion of the field-line 
tracing code, HELIAC and its use in the error field analysis in H-l.
Chapter 3 will discuss the im portant aspects of the multi-wire grid detector and 
the data-handling system.
Chapter 4 deals with concepts related to the reconstruction technique and de­
scribes the algorithm adopted in the reconstruction process. It also discusses the
5
simulation of the mapping experiment and its results.
Chapter 5 describes the results of the mapping experiment performed on H- 
1. Also included are the map-fitting procedure for H-l and the identification 
of the error field sources based on the map-fitting. Some observations of the 
reconstruction of the projection data will also be presented.
Chapter 6 will give the summary of the thesis.
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C h ap ter 2
H - l ,  V acuum  M agn etic  
C onfigurations, and th e  
H E L IA C  C ode
This chapter will be discussing the design of H-l and the relevant concepts to 
characterize the magnetic configurations. Also, results from the magnetic field 
line tracing code for H-l will be presented and discussed.
2.1 H - l
2.1.1 Coil Configurations
A view of the coil system of the H-l device is shown in figure 2.1.
The coil system consists of 36 toroidal field coils(TFC) with their centres arranged 
on the 3-period helix around the central ring (poloidal field coihPFC) according 
to the general law
R — R0 -f pscos3</> (2.1)
z = pssin3</> \Je.f\\caS fliSpWce^ e^ CT (2.2)
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0
Figure 2.1: The coil configuration of H-l.
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where R0 = 1.003 m(major radius of the ring), ps = 0.22 m(swing radius) and 
the toroidal angle, (f>j, gives the azimuthal spacing of the TFC and obeys the law,
<j>j = — O.O97sin30j (2.3)
/ 2 7r 1
(t>\ = (j ~ ö )» J = 1 7 2,..., 36 . (2.4)
A helical conductor(HC) is wound around the PFC, in phase with the TFC, for 
more flexible control of the poloidal field component, in particular the rotational 
transform and the magnetic well. The helical coil follows the winding law,
R = Ro + phCos3</> (2.5)
z = phsin30 (2-6)
where p\x = 0.095 m is the helical swing radius.
Two sets of vertical field coils are also added to compensate for toroidal effects, 
the outer vertical field coils(OVC) and the inner vertical field coils(IVC). Except 
for the OVC, the coil system is inside the vacuum tank and the necessary access 
ports are provided for the diagnostics, electrical feedthroughs and coil-cooling 
system. This arrangement was adopted to suit the local facilities and available 
resources.
The TFC coils are made out of a 29.2 mm square-section copper with a 6 mm 
diameter hole for cooling. Each TFC coil consists of two 5-turn spiral pancakes 
with RF butt-brazed current-carrying connections. The pair is encapsulated in 
a 1.2 mm thick welded stainless-steel jacket and filled with Sylgard 170 silicone- 
basecl potting compound which provides insulation and vacuum-sealing. Each 
complete TFC coil is mounted to the structural space frame by clamps which 
also allow for small adjustments to accommodate magnetic axis corrections if 
necessary (figure 2.2).
The PFC was wound in situ linking the TFCs using a 17.5 mm square conductor 
with a 9 mm square cooling hole. The PFC has 36 turns (3 double pancakes with 
12 turns each) of similar construction to the TFC. It is supported by the space 
frame in 12 places and provided with 3 separate current feeds equally-spaced in
9
Figure  2.2: Coil support stucture.
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phase with the helical period. The HC winding consists of 4 turns of the same 
conductor as the PFC, with centres poloidally spaced 12.5° apart and encircles 
the ring threes times in phase with the TFC. The mean helical pitch angle is 16° 
and the mean helix radius ph = 0.094m.
The vertical field coil system, both IVC and OVC, are wound using the same 
square-section conductor as the TFC. The OVC, creating the main vertical field(Bv), 
has 12 turns located outside the vacuum tank in an approximate Helmholtz pair 
arrangement. The IVC has 16 turns (in 2 double pancakes) encapsulated simi­
larly to the TFCs and mounted on the coil support structure. The IVCs control 
the variation of the Bv with the major radius: i.e. the index 7 where Bv oc R~V 
The Bv can be made constant(within 1%) over the whole plasma volume(7 = 0) 
or to approximate the law 7 = 1 to help reduce the | B | ripple.
2 .1 .2  V acu u m  S y stem
The vacuum tank is fabricated from 304 stainless steel and is 3.9 m in diameter 
and 3.4 m high. The two ends of the cylinder (both ends have dish-shaped lids), 
are provided with Viton O-ring seals. The interior surface is polished to a 0.6 
pm  finish by hand-grinding. The internal surface is designed to be outgassed by 
circulating pressurized hot water (around 120° C) through water channels that 
are in contact with the outside of the walls. The same method can be used for 
the coil jackets by using the coolant circuit built-in to the coils. (Another way of 
slowly outgassing the coils is by using the coil current lor heating them without 
running the cooling system heat exchanger.)
Two Balzers 2,200-1/s turbomolecular pumps are used as primary evacuation 
pumps and smaller turbomolecular pumps will be used for auxiliary purposes. 
A liquid nitrogen-cooled cold finger is provided for the additional pumping ol 
residual water vapour from inside the vessel. Tests have shown that there is an 
improvement in the total base pressure of about two by using the cryo-pump. 
The base pressure achieved so far is around l.lxlO- ' torr, and was 2x10“ ' torr
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OVC IVC HC
3 . 1 4  mQ 2 . 3  mD
r—/ÖÖÖ^ —/ » - / ö ö ö f r
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Change-over
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Mercury Arc 
Rectifier 
(MAR) 0-1 3kA
Motor Generator 
S e t (500 V) 
0-2000 Amp
1 9 . 4  mQ 1 9 . 5  mH
Figure 2.3: Basic circuit diagram of the Il-i coil-system, 
during surface mapping experiments.
2.1 .3  E lectr ica l C ircu it and P ow er S up ply
A simplified circuit diagram of the H-l magnetic coil system is shown in fig­
ure 2.3. The coils are connected in series, as shown, to ensure the invariance of 
the magnetic geometry with field strength. A shunt is connected parallel with the 
HC to enable control of the helical current and can introduce a small frequency 
dependence in the current ratio. The vertical field coils (both the inner and 
the outer), can be tapped to change the number of the coils that will be used. 
These allow ease of change-over between different magnetic configurations.
Two power supplies are presently in use . The extra-low ripple motor generator 
supply can provide a magnetic field < 0.18 T. For higher field operation(both 
pulsed and steady-state), four 6-phase grid-controlled mecrcury arc rectifiers can 
be used. In a 1-T pulse(one second flat-top), the required 13.5 kA coil current is 
provided by the MAR operating at 865 V d.c. transformed from the llkV, 50 Hz
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C o il  Set 1 -T  P u ls e  M o d e  
M W
R ecr if ie r
0 . 2 5 - T  C o m .  M o d e  
k W
M o t o r - e e n e r a to r  
0 . 1 5 -T  C o n t .  M o d e  j 
k W
T F C 3 .6 8 2 3 0 81 j
P F C 3 .8 4 2 4 0
j
S-
H elica l 0 .4 3 27 10
V F C 1.41 8 8 30
T o ta l 9 . 3 6 585 2 0 5
Figure 2.4: Typical coil power requirements in H-l.
c**3
supply. The steady-state operation of H-l is limited to a 0.25 T field by thermal 
stress in the PFC. Table 2.4 shows some typical coil power requirements for H-l.
2 .1 .4  C on tro l S y stem
The H-l control system is based on an IBM-AT computer and interfaced through 
CAMAC are data-handling stations with function modules that have different 
tasks such as A-D converters, D-A converters and input/ouput opto-isolated re­
lays. It controls the operation by controlling machine parameters(magnetic field, 
timing sequences, gas injections etc.), monitoring parameters that may affect 
safety of machine and personnel ( cooling system status, coolant and equipment 
temperatures, vacuum integrity, supply voltage and current, etc.) and initiating 
limited shut down in case of faults or emergencies.
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2 .2  V a cu u m  M a g n e tic  C o n fig u r a tio n s
It has been mentioned in Chapter I that, unlike in tokornaks, the confinement 
properties of a stellarator device is produced entirely by external field coils. 
The field geometry, in the absence of plasma, is called a vacuum magnetic 
configuration. The geometry should be identical to the plasma magnetic geom­
etry as ß (plasma pressure/magnetic pressure) approaches zero. In this section, 
the quantities and concepts that describe a vacuum magnetic configuration will 
be defined and discussed.
2.2 .1  M a g n etic  Surface and M a g n etic  A x is
A surface on which all lines of magnetic force lying on it encloses a constant 
toroidal magnetic flux(^(r) = const) is called a magnetic surface or a flux surface. 
It satisfies the condition that (V^(r)) • B = 0.
A vacuum magnetic configuration with good confinement geometry has nested 
magnetic surfaces. Individual surfaces can be described by their effective mean 
radii(f) or by their flux('0) values. The total volume enclosed by the confining 
vacuum configuration is defined by the volume enclosed by the biggest mag­
netic surface just inside the last plasma closed surface. The configuration can be 
bounded by a separatrix, ergodic region or (most likely) by a field line or set of 
field lines that makes only a few toroidal transits before reaching either the TFCs 
or other parts of the structure. This defines the plasma boundary in the device. 
A magnetic surface which has a single field line which closes on itself only after 
an infinite number of toroidal transits is called an irrational surface. A field line 
on a rational surface (7 = 7^  both m and n are integral, see equation 2.7) closes 
on itself after n toroidal transits(m poloidal transits), and so to “cover” a rational 
surface, an infinite number of closed field lines are required, starting at different 
phases.
The center of nested magnetic surfaces is called the magnetic axis. It is a field 
line which comes back to itself after one toroidal transit.
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2.2 .2  R o t a t i o n a l  T ra n s fo rm  a n d  M a g n e t ic  S h e a r
The rotational transform of a magnetic surface measures the average ’twist’ per 
toroidal turn of the held lines lying on the surface about the magnetic axis. It is 
calculated as,
.. 1 /' dO ,
h $ d*- ( 2 - 7 )
Here k is the number of toroidal transits of the field line, 0 is the poloidal angle and 
(j) is the toroidal angle. The ’safety factor’ q used for tokamaks is the reciprocal 
of the rotational transform. In terms of the toroidal frame of reference, the 
rotational transform per period is given by
= —  , (2.8)mi,
where nih is the number of helical periods, and in the helical frame (a frame 
rotating with the “bean”-shape) as
q, = 1 -  h ■ (2.9)
The values of the rotational transform in these I,wo reference frames are used for 
various purposes, e.g. to calculate the beta limits of the device resulting from the 
helical and toroidal shifts due to Pfirsch-Schluter currents.[8]
Magnetic shear is the variation of the rotational transform with the magnetic 
surface. The shear is positive when the t increases away from the magnetic 
axis. The existence of a large shear has been found to have stabilizing effects on 
ballooning mode and drift instabilities. It also limits the size of magnetic islands 
that arise from resonant held perturbations on the configuration.
2.2.3 M a g n e t ic  W ell
A minimum in magnetic field on the axis of a configuration is stabilizing. In a 
toroidal configuration, such minimum is only possible in an average sense. Con­
sider the volume , V, enclosed by the magnetic surface with flux , ?/’• The specific
volume, U, of the magnetic surface is defined as [47],
which can be expressed as
For rational surfaces, the specific volume can be written as,
U l y d 1
k 4k B
( 2. 10)
( 2 . 11)
( 2. 12)
and for irrational surfaces, it is written as
U lim —k—t-oo k (2.13)
Whenever the specific volume decreases monotonically, going outward from the 
magnetic axis, the quantity,
^  U    ( U la s t  surface F 'a x is )
U  U  axis
(2.14)
is negative, i.e., the field increases in an average sense going outward from the 
magnetic axis. The quantity — is called the magnetic well depth. The existence 
of a magnetic well in the vacuum configuration favours MHD stability at low 
plasma pressures.
2 .2 .4  M a g n etic  Islands
The effective plasma-confining volume of a stellarator is diminished by the pres­
ence of magnetic islands in the vacuum configuration. Magnetic islands can result 
from the resonance of the rational surfaces(7 = ^ , n and m are both integers) with 
a perturbing magnetic field with a Fourier component with matching harmonics 
m,n. The perturbation may originate from external error fields or misalignment 
of coils. ‘Natural’ magnetic islands exist for configurations that include rational 
surfaces that have the same toroidal period of the device, which in the case of 
H-l, n = 3 because of its three-fold toroidal symmetry.
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An example of how a magnetic island destroys an otherwise good configuration is 
shown in figure 2.5 . It shows the evolution of the l = 1.5 island with respect to the 
helical current, from ^  = 12.5% to L- = 17%( see definition of ^  after equation 
2.17). Here, the computations are made using the known coil alignments and
■G; .
the PFC current crossovers. In r2.5a, the configuration is fairly good and the 
resonant surface is about 5mm from the magnetic axis. The bifurcation of the 
configuration is noticeable af*>.5b and at 2.5c, the higher order resonance, t = | ,  
is seen to manifest from the outer surfaces. At the final stage, the two islands 
coalesce and a distinct ergodic region is formed between the islands.
An appropriate choice of the rotational transform and magnetic shear of a vacuum 
configuration can minimize the undesirable effects of resonant magnetic islands. 
In the case of H-l, this is done by changing the helical current and vertical field. 
H-l has a good range of configurations; useful studies can be made even of the 
configurations that are not considered desirable.
2.3 H E L IA C  C ode
2 .3 .1  D esc r ip tio n  o f th e  C od e
The program HELIAC is used to study the vacuum magnetic field of H-l. It is a 
field line tracing code that uses filamentary coils to create a model of the magnetic 
field configurations in H-l [17]. This program can calculate the location of the 
magnetic axis and the magnetic surfaces, and gives the rotational transform, 
well depth, toroidal flux, enclosed area, shear, and provides estimates of stability 
limits. The code is run on the ANU Supercomputer Facility using the Fujitsu 
VP2200.
All the coils in H-l are modeled by filamentary elements in HELIAC. The helical 
coil is described as a piecewise linear filamentary conductor whose nodes follow 
the law:
9 = hi x <f> + h2 x sin(h3</>) + 0o (2.15)
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Figure 2.5: Bifurcation of the configuration due to t = 1.5 resonance.
Poincare plots of the surface at 0 = 0° and helical cu rren ts^ ) of a. 12.5%,
b. 13.5%, c. 14.5%, d. 15.5%, e. 16% and f. 17%.
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r =  R0 -f p s x cos (6 )  
z =  p s x sin(0)
(2.16)
(2.17)
where 0O =  0°,h i =  h3 =  3 ,h 2 =  0, R0 =  1.003m, and p s =  0.094m.
As mentioned in section 2.1.3 , the coils are connected in series but since the
coils have different number of windings, the current assigned in the code will
Wi+R
vary accordingly. The OVC can be tapped to operate^up to 12 coil turns, the 
IVCs have 16 coil turns or by adustinjthe HC shunt, the HC current can be 
changed as easily. In the input files these are given their actual physical val­
ues but in this thesis the currents are normalized to the PFC current. For 
example the am p-turn ratio for the standard case where there are 16 turns of 
IVC, 8 turns of OVC and the HC current is zero is expressed in the order TFC 
I PFC I HC I IVC I OVC as 10 I 1 I 0 I 0.444 | 0.222[54]. Figure 2.6 shows typical 
computed vacuum magnetic surfaces using the coil positions measured after as­
sembly of H-l. The configuration has no HC current and 16 turns of the IVC 
and 8 turns of the OVC are connected. The PFC current is also written as Ir and 
the helical current as R. The ratio Ih/Ir is usually quoted to identify the helical 
current utilized for a particular magnetic configuration. A negative value means 
tha t the helical current is opposed to the direction of the PFC current. During 
1994, when the e-beam tomography results were obatained, the standard case 
was unavailable because of a failure in the IVC. A similar case to the standard 
case was found with 12 turns in the OVC (10 | 1 | 0 | 0 | 0.333).
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Figure 2.6: A typical puncture plot of the magnetic surfaces from the 
HELIAC code. The helical current in this case is zero and the IVF/OVF 
turns is 16/8. This condition is the standard case in H-l. a-c shows the flux 
surfaces at (/> = 0°, 85°, and 120°, respectively. The rotational transform 
is shown in d.
A multi-turn pancake coil can be adequately described by a single-turn coil model 
by appropriate choice of the geometric axis of the coil set. This is generally 
suitable for studying almost all aspects of the magnetic configuration [28]. Fig­
ure 2.7a-e shows a comparison of the magnetic configuration wherein the PFC coil 
is modelled as 1,4, 6, 9, and 36 filaments. The multiple-turn models maintain 
the major average radius (radius of the 1-turn filament model with respect to 
the machine centre) as their geometrical centre. That is, the actual dimensions 
of the PFC( 180x160mm) is broken into grids equal to the number of turns and 
the centres of these grids determine the radii of the filamentary currents. As 
one can observe, the general shape of the nested surfaces is similar for all cases.
2 0
Figure 2.7f shows how the radial position( at 0 = 0°) of the magnetic axis has 
shifted. Taking the case of the 36-turn model as the benchmark, the <5(R, Z) for 
the single-turn model is (0.00036,1x10“ ' )m. Practically, the difference is undis- 
cernible and may have been partly due to rounding errors in the computations. 
In figure 2.8, the rotational transform for three cases is shown for illustration. 
Again between the 36-turn and the single turn models, the average percentage 
difference for the rotational transform is a mere 0.03%. The shear is essentially 
the same for the different cases.
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Figure 2.7: (a-e) The puncture plot of the magnetic surfaces with the 
same conditions(Ih = 0,12 turns of IVC and OVC) except using different 
number of filamentary coils in the model to describe the PFC. (f) Scatter 
plot of the position of the magnetic axis as calculated(converged values) at 
0 = 0° .(Note that in f  that the scale in *2 axis is expanded.
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1 —, 9 — , and 36—turn filament models of the PFC. Notice that the three 
cases gave essentially similar values for the rotational transform.
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2 .3 .2  Error F ield  A n a ly sis  U sin g  th e  H eliac  C ode
There are various quantities that are measured experimentally to identify error 
held sources for a stellarator. Aside from mapping the magnetic surfaces, mea­
surement can be made of the magnetic axis position, the position and size of an 
island, and the rotational transform. All of these quantities are then compared 
with the HELIAC code calculations and the differences are then attributed to the 
error fields unaccounted for in the model. Different sources of error often have 
different signatures as explained below and in Chapter 5 Section 2.2.
One of the sources of error held in H-l is the positional error of the PFC with 
respect to the TFC, particularly a planar displacement of the PFC centre from 
the machine centre (See hgure 5.13 for a description). Since the HC is wound 
around the PFC, any positional error on the PFC will also bear on the HC. 
An im portant effect of this error is the shift of the magnetic axis from an ideal 
configuration. In hgure 2.9a, this is examined for two helical currents cases -3% 
and -11%. The graph shows how the magnetic axis at <f> =  0° would shift if the 
PFC or HC is independently displaced along the y-axis by up to 5mm. The cases 
exhibit the effect of this error on the up-down symmetry of the configuration. 
Looking at the error on the PFC position, at -11% the axis shift is upward while 
that of the -3% case is downward. The axis shift due to the accompanying error 
on the HC position is calculated separately as shown in the graph. Notice that 
the axis due to HC positional error is smaller and has an opposite effect for that 
of the PFC positional error. This is im portant because axis shift contribution 
from the HC error would actually compensate for the axis shift due to the PFC 
alone to about 30%. In the standard case, when the Ih =  0, the axis shift that 
will be observed will be from the PFC error only.
In figure 2.9b, the graph is simplified to straight lines (using the PFC position 
error alone) by plotting A axis(f0 -  1) showing tha t the axis shift(A axis) due to the 
displacem ent(Ay) of the poloidal field coil is known to follow,
A a ^ o c A q  . (2.18)
*0 - 1
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Figure 2.9: a. Magnetic axis shift for Ih/Ir = —3% and -11% when the 
coils are displaced by Ay . The axis shifts are measured at d> = 0°. b. 
A axis (^ o — 1) vs. Ay for the cases Ih/Ir = —3% and -11%. The rotational 
transform, I q , is measured at the magnetic axis.
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If the displacement of the central conductor(PFC+HC) described above occurs, 
then a configuration near a 1/1 resonance case will result in axis shifts that are 
easier to observe.
Identifying and mapping the different magnetic islands is also an effective method 
to identify the error field sources. Traditionally, a magnetic island can be de­
scribed by its width defined in cylindrical geometry [35, 3] as,
or in simpler form as,
wmn =  4
wmn oc
T) B mr
Bo
m IjiI dr
Lx 1 / 2  
\ )
(2.19)
(  Bmn\
d f h
1 / 2
5 (2.20)
is the local shear and Bmn(r) is the radial dependence of
B(r, 0, (f>) =  Bmn(r)cos(m0 -  n</> +  <amn) (2 .21)
where Bmn(r), is the Fourier component of the radial part of the perturbing field. 
0  and 4> are the poloidal and toroidal angles, a m n  is the phase angle. Replacing 
r with the effective radius of the magnetic surface (r), equations 2.21 and 2.20 
will facilitate the investigations of magnetic islands due to error fields.
To illustrate the apllication of equation 2.19, values of the island width are ob­
tained from a series of HELIAC code calculations as the 5/4 island is moved 
across the configuration by varying Ih/Ir. We define the width of the island,
w =  rQ -  rj , (2.22)
to be the difference between the effective radii of the two magnetic surfaces(outer 
and inner) tha t envelops the resonant island. An island envelope is shown in 
figure 2.10 for the case of the 5/4 resonance island. The code is used to calculate 
the magnetic flux of the island envelope for different rotational transform values 
of the magnetic axis of the configurations, the ratio Ih/Ir is varied from 3% to 
3.7%, as shown in figure 2.11a. This is the range in which a sizable 5/4 island 
is present in the configurations. At less than 3% helical current, the island is 
too small to detect and at more than 3.7%, the island has been pushed radially
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Figure 2.10: A puncture plot of the 5/4 island envelope for lh/Ir = 3.7%.
out of the area of interest. The steep transition or drop in the calculated flux 
in going from the inner side of the envelope to the outer indicates the presence 
of the island and the step in this transition corresponds to the flux of the island 
as shown in 2.11b. The island width and its local shear dependence is shown 
in 2.11c and d. The linear behaviour in 2.1 Id is evidence that the island width 
depends mainly on the shear. This implies that the radial dependence of the Bmn 
is weak, or in this case, has been overshadowed by the large variation in 1/shear 
in the vicinity of zero shear. Apart from this, the island just moves radially with 
the change in the rotational transform profile.
Going back to ecpiation 2.20, it is usually a very complicated task to identify 
the pertubing field Bmn(r). It is instructive, however, to use the result for the 
expansion of Bmn(r) around the magnetic axis,
Bm„(r) oc rm_l (2.23)
for investigations even though it is only strictly valid for radii small compared
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Figure 2.11: (a) The calculated magnetic flux of the 5/4 island envelop for 
different Ih/Ir- (b) The magnetic island flux, (c) The island width, w. (d)
The linear behaviour of w2 with
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with the radius of the magnetic field coils. Equation 2.20 can now be written as
/ r m —i  \  1 /2
Wmn(r) OC -^|d7T"J (2.24)
which gives a simple scaling law for the radial dependence of the island size.
The width of the magnetic island and its phase (poloidal orientation of the island), 
are two important measurable parameters in magnetic surface map analysis that 
aid in the investigation of the error fields in the stellarator.
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C h a p te r  3
D iagnostics and  D a ta -h an d lin g  
S ystem
This chapter will discuss the multi-wire detector system and the electronics devel­
oped specifically for the experiment. The challenge in handling the 64 channels 
of low-current signals, from at least 200 angular views of the detector, was met 
by designing the data-handling electronics with high performance, high density 
CMOS ICs, interfaced to a fast responding computer. The system is tem porar­
ily attached to the H-l control system to facilitate initial operation (figure 3.1). 
Figure 3.2 shows the toroidal positions of the detector and the electron gun.
3.1  E le c tr o n  G u n
The electron gun is a thorium-coated tungsten filament (0.3 mm dia) housed in 
a stainless steel tube(6m m  OD) with a beam exit hole of 0.7mm^,Thick tinned- 
copper wire(0.75 mm dia) is crimped to hold the filament and is supported by 
a 2-hole alumina tube (figure 3.3). The tip of the filament is aligned with 
the beam hole for more efficient extraction of the beam during operation. The 
filament voltage is around 1.5V and the corresponding filament current is 1.4A.
A negative potential is applied to the filament with respect to the tube. Figure 3.4
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Figure 3.1:
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Visible Light
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Figure 3.2: Top view of H-l showing the locations of different diagnostic 
systems. The multi-wire grid detector is at 0 = 85° and the electron gun 
is at 0 = 120°.
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Figure 3.3: Drawing of the gun construction.
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Figure 3.4: Circuit connection for the electron gun.
shows the the electron gun circuit. The emission current (collected by the tube) 
is monitored with a, DVM during scans and held constant at values between 5 and 
30 i i A  and the electron beam energy is around 30 eV. At 8 /iA emission current, 
the current escaping from the the exit hole (“beam current") is estimated (from 
the total current in the wire-grid, adding all the wire currents, for a particular 
detector orientation) to be around 1.1/r A when B0 = 0.1T and the background
pressure is lxlO-6 tone Under these conditions, deterioration of the filament is
a few
reduced and filament life is ~  weeks of operation.
3.2 W ir e - G r id  D e te c to r
The wire-grid assembly is designed to stay permanently inside the vacuum tank. 
It is installed in a port at (f> = 85° where the greater TFC coil spacing and clear­
ance from other H-l structures allows the mounting of the support frame for the 
wire-grid. During plasma experiments the wires are parked away from the plasma
region and will not perturb the results, and the support frame does not act as a 
plasma limiter. To protect the wires from any RF induced fields, the park posi­
tion is shielded with stainless steel plates and the wires are connected to ground. 
Both the support frame and the grid frame are machined from inch-thick stainless
steel. A segment, held in place by dowel pins and screws, can be removed from
f  n/i-V^ \
both to allow them to be assembled,Uinking the PFC.JFigure 3.5 shows an overall 
view of the the detector assembly.
The grid frame is provided with four steel ball bearings that ride on the V-groove 
of the support frame. The ball bearing is captured in a teflon cup in the rotating 
frame which reduces the friction and allows easy height adjustment by using a 
short jacking screw behind the cup. (See figure 3.6.) The wire frame has dowel 
pins, which serve as precision gear teeth, inserted near the rim and driven by 
a sprocket gear. The coupling rod is axially driven by a stepping motor. In 
addition to the electrically-switched limit contacts provided, the end positions of 
the grid frame are fitted with teflon stops to prevent accidental disengagement of 
the drive sprocket from the pins.
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Figure 3.5: The poloidal view of the e-beam detector in park position.
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Figure 3.6: Close-up view of the drive section.
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cheesehead screw
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teflon-coatedteflon gold-plated
inserts feedthrough
Figure 3.7: The wires are mounted by twisting it around a steel screw 
inside teflon inserts.
There are 64 molybdenum wires(0.15 mm-dia) in the grid used as the beam 
collector. These are mounted onto the grid frame using 2mm x 10 mm stainless 
steel screws and insulated by teflon inserts (see figure 3.7). Holes are provided in 
the screws to hold the molybdenum wire and the gold-plated pins that connect to 
teflon-insulated wires. The teflon-insulated wires are gathered and formed into a 
cable, shielded with a copper braid. The complete cable wraps around a series of 
teflon pulleys on the support frame as the grid turns.
The wires are designed to be tensioned so that small (< 1 mm) changes in their 
length, or in the dimensions of the grid frame as it turns, will not result in 
any appreciable sagging under gravity, or limpness. The latter was a significant 
problem in the SHEILA prototype experiment[5], producing uncertainties of up 
to 1 mm (3% of the plasma radius) in the wire positions caused by fractional 
millimetre changes in the roundness of the wire frame as it turned.
The tension in the wires is adjusted to achieve a transverse vibrational frequency 
of 80 — 100 Hz to avoid problems that may arise from the wire vibrations when
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the grid is rotating or caused by other sources, and to produce a known tension 
in the wire. This tension causes an elastic elongation of the wire in the order 
of 1 mm for the longest wires, which is adequate to avoid sagging. The shorter 
wires are subject to smaller length changes, and therefore require less elastic 
elongation, keeping their resonant frequency approximately constant. To ensure 
that vibrational motion of the wire will not degrade the quality of the data, the 
grid is rotated at intervals of one second or more.
3.3 Signal P rocessin g  E lectron ics
The signal processing electronics includes a 64-channel multiplexer designed specif­
ically for the conditions of the experiment. In the SHEILA experiment, signals 
from each wire were handled separately with the advantage of time-resolved anal­
ysis which made it possible to study the time evolution of the magnetic surface 
during pulsed operation. In H-l, the experiment is performed in steady-state 
operation, therefore, there is no need to use a similar approach. Also, the larger 
H-l power system requires more safety precautions, and the multiplexer allowed 
the use of only one instrumentation-quality isolation amplifier.
There are two main requirements in processing the signal from the detector, 
first it must be able to amplify very low current signals and second, it should 
minimize unwanted noise pickup from surrounding electrical systems and from 
the microphonic effects resulting from the vibration of wire.
CMOS (complementary-symmetry metal oxide semiconductor) ICs are the pre­
ferred choice for the circuit. CMOS has the advantage over other logic devices 
in that it has a very low quiescent current and low power requirements. Further 
more, it has wide range of operating voltages(3-15V) and a very good noise immu­
nity so that it can tolerate input spikes up to 50% of the supply voltage without
upsetting the IC [43]. Both the pre-amplifier and the low-pass filter stages of the
+he.
circuit used LMC660 quad operational-amplifier as the main component. It was 
chosen because of its ultra-low input bias current (~2pA max) and low input
38
offset voltage (~6m V max). See figure 3.8 for the basic components of the the 
signal processor.
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Figure 3.8: The two basic stages in the signal processing electronics using 
the LMC660 IC.
3.3 .1  P rea m p lifier  S tage
The preamplifier stage is a conventional active current to voltage converter, as 
shown in figure 3.8a. Because of the low input impedance of this configuration, 
stray capacitance at the input (wire-wire, wire-shield) does not significantly affect 
performance. The customary compensation capacitor across R is unnecessary 
because of the small input shunt capacitance. An 8m long twisted-pair cable 
(~220pf) connected to the preamplifier input was tested and found to cause 
no problem. The diodes (D1,D2) are added for protection against high input 
voltages. Figure 3.9 shows the frequency response for three different R values; 1, 
10 and 100 MCI. It also shows the different 3db point.
Noise tests using a circuit(R=10M fi) mounted on a breadboard showed a < 
5xl0-11 A at 8kHz. This gives a spectral current noise density referred to the input
40
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Figure 3.9: The frequency response of the preamplifier stage and the 3-db 
point for the different resistance values.
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Figure 3.10: List of capacitor values needed for the cut-off frequency re­
quired for the low-pass filter.
of 5.6xl0-13 A /V H z. The datasheet shows a typical value of 2x l0 “ lb A /(^ /H z). 
The maximum input bias current is measured as lOOpA. Both the measured 
input bias and the input noise are worse compared to their data sheet values by a 
factor of 102. These big discrepancies between the data sheet and measured values 
are attributed to leakage voltage resulting from using an ordinary breadboard- 
mounted circuit and inadequate shielding during the tests. Mounted in the PC 
board and in actual operating conditions, the maximum input bias current is 
measured at 50pA, or an improvement of only 50%.
3.3.2 F ilter Stage
A second-order active low pass filter, shown in figure 3.8b, is used to obtain a 
40dB/decade rolloff. The Bessel filter design is chosen for better overshoot sup­
pression. The gain of the filter is set at unity. Table 3.10 shows the different 
combinations of capacitors that corresponds to the given cutoff frequencies and
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Figure 3.11: The frequency response of the filter stage.
figure 3.11 shows the measured frequency response for the different capacitor com­
binations for the breadboard mounted test circuits. (In the PC board mounted 
circuit, the attenuation in the 10-100’s kHz range has improved and the response 
above 1 MHz was also well down.) The capacitors are mounted on 8-way 
DIL headers for ease of interchange to achieve the appropriate cut-off frequency. 
The 300 Hz cut-off is initially used so that noise sources can be monitored and 
identified and later used to get initial data. The 30 and 3 Hz cut-off frequencies 
will improve the quality of the data by better noise suppression.
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3 .3 .3  M u ltip lex er  S tage and C on tro l B oard
A E urocard  system is used in the final PC board layout of the electronics. Eight 
boards each carry 8 channels of data input and contain one 8-input multiplexer 
IC, CD4051B. The multiplexer has three binary control inputs, A, B, and C and 
an inhibit input. The inhibit input is used to select the appropriate input board. 
See figure 3.12.
The control board contains the decoder(CD4556B) for board select. A binary 
counter(CD4040BM) is included and together with a single shot and continuous 
trigger allows for independent operation checks. Actual control is done externally 
using 6 binary outputs from the H-l data control system. (See figure 3.13.) The 
control board also carries the power supply isolated to about lkV.
3.4 D a ta  C on tro l System
The data acquisition system was adapted to the H-l control system to facilitate 
the initial run of the experiment but in the longer term , a real-time signal pro­
cessor with much greater throughput will be used for control and data-handling. 
The multiplexer used 6 binary outputs from this control system and the m ulti­
plexed output is recorded using an ADC input module . The data sampling rate 
during the experiment is ~  100Hz or 64 samples/600 ms.
The motor used to turn the grid is run by the output from 4 channels of the 
DAC module and through a simple circuit composed of power transistors. Micro­
stepping the motor is achieved by applying sinusoidally-varying signals to the 
motor coils in quadrature phase. The power supply delivers around Imax =  3A to 
each coil. By using the signal from the DAC module, micro-stepping is achieved 
at 1500 steps/rev of the motor or in 0.24° steps. The motor step ^enojachieved is 
5ms. This arrangement was adopted to solve the problem of the jarring effect of 
the motor drive on the wire-grid frame if a conventional four phase “square-wave' 
motor controller were used.
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Figure 3.12: 4/8 circuit diagram of the the multiplexer board. Each chan­
nel consists of one preamplifier and low-pass-filter stage. One board carries 
a CD4051B multiplexer to handle the signals from the eight channels.
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C h ap ter 4
M apping V acuum  M agn etic  
Surfaces and T om ography
This chapter will discuss the approach taken in the tomographic inversion of 
the projection data from magnetic surface mapping using the rotating wire-grid. 
Some concepts basic to understanding the technique are introduced. The recon­
struction technique is outlined and described. The results of the inversion of 
simulated data will be analysed to assist the understanding of the properties and 
limitations of the technique.
4.1 B asic  con cep ts
The approach of sampling the electron beam using a grid of thin conductors is 
analogous to taking projections or line integrals along the wire ("fline of sight” ), 
and has naturally led to the adoption of tomographic techniques in analysing 
the maps of the vacuum magnetic surfaces. In some ways, the images created 
from this approach are not very different from those of the fluorescent technique 
because in the latter a CCD camera is routinely used for acquiring images which 
also digitizes the images^. The resolution is not only limited by the fluorescent 
detector but also by the pixel size of the CCD camera used. The advantage with
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r \ T
W i
Figure 4.1: The wire-grid detector is at three different orientations. The 
source S is shown and the shaded circle indicates the area wherein a signal 
is detected when the wire intersects it.
the tomographic technique is that the pixel size of the reconstruction grid can 
be made very small. In this section, some concepts developed in tomography 
(primarily in medical imaging and radio astronomy) relevant to the problems in 
this experiment will be introduced and discussed.
4.1.1 Sam pling and Aliasing
In Chapter 3, figure 3.5, a diagram of the detector system is shown. This detector 
rotates to cover the area of the magnetic surface and sample the electron beam 
directly for every rotation of the grid. The discrete sampling of the beam is 
naturally achieved by the wire (wire diameter ~ 15% of beam size) and the 
geometry of the detector and sampling in angle leads to a discretization in angle 
at the same time. For simplicity of the discussion, consider a seven-wire grid 
system wm, m = 1,...,7, and a single beam source, S. In figure 4.1, the grid is 
shown in three different poloidal orientations, <pn,n =  1,2,3. In each orientation,
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(f)n, the amount of current the mth wire draws from the source is,
^wm0n — Ft(lO?dj_) — Rmn i (4.1)
where io is the current density of the source, S, and dj_ is the perpendicular dis­
tance between the wire and the source, as shown in the figure. In this simplified 
picture, Rmn is called a projection or line integral of the source. The projections 
contain information about the intensity of the signals on the wires and the ori­
entation of the wires at which those signals are recorded. The signal is detected 
as current in the wire that is extracted from the electron beam every rotation of 
the grid.
The overall data of m  x n projections represents (incomplete) information avail­
able to image the source S. The resulting image is only an approximation of the 
source becaause of the finite number of projections. If there is not enough projec­
tions made of an object (the object is undersampled) then the reconstruction of 
the image will include aliases or spurious artefacts [32]. The artefacts
in the resulting image maybe indistinguishable from the real structures in 
the image under study. Undersampling the mapped surfaces is not totally avoided 
in the experiment in H-l, but in Sheila, where much fewer projections were made 
(11x140), it is a major factor in the outcome of the technique. The eventual 
reconstruction of the data in SHEILA showed very few beam punctures and the 
resolution is very poor despite efforts made during the processing of the image.
As discussed in Chapter III, measures have been taken to detect very low col­
lected beam currents in the wire. The wires are also prepared carefully (including 
cleaning the wires of oxide film) to achieve a uniform sensitivity for all wires. An­
other source of noise is the scattered electrons produced in background gas. This 
can be reduced by a good background pressure and the slight negative biassing 
of the grid with respect to the electron beam. The la tter measure will enable 
the grid to repel slower moving electrons, characteristic of scattered electrons. 
Great care has been taken to minimize noise in the data from the experiment. 
Investigations of various sources of noise will be presented in Chapter 5.
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Figure 4.2: The image produced from the back-projection of the data from 
figure 4.1 is represented by the whole plane enclosed by the circle, the area 
covered by the detector.
4 .1 .2  R ec o n stru c tio n  o f D a ta
B a c k -p ro je c t  ion
The back-projection method, also called summation method, is the traditional 
tomographic inversion algorithm for recovering images from projections. The 
back-projected image, I, is represented by the equation^^
f — ^ wm<£n 0r ^ mn (1-2)
m,n m,n
Figure 4.2 shows a continuous back-projection of the source S in figure 4.1. 
The projections are drawn as rays in the reconstruction plane and they cor­
respond to the different orientations of wires that had a signal. In this case, 
Rw4 0 i , Rw4 <p2) and Rw3 ^ 3  have contributions and the intersection of the rays rep­
resent the image of the source, S \
One of the objections in using pure unfiltered back-projection for reconstruction is 
the tendency of the image to be blurred. This can be seen by looking at an image
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Figure 4.3: The image of the source consists of rays of lines intersecting 
at the position of the source.
of a single circular object. The intersection of the rays represents the image 
of the object, see figure 4.3. Increasing the number of projections, intuitively, 
should improve the image but in this case, will only result in a fuzzier image. 
The originally circular object becomes a star-shaped image in the reconstruction. 
The number of “arms” on the star is limited by both the number of angles and the 
number of wires. If the number of wires was also increased, then “arms” would 
merge into a “ p” pedestal around the point. This is inherent of back-projection 
because the projection is uniformly distributed along a ray in the reconstruction 
plane.
The actual implementation of the reconstruction involves the distribution of the 
projections over an array of two-dimensional cells, called pixels. The cells are 
described generally by the position of their centres in cartesian coordinates, in 
two dimensions, as either (x,y) or (r,0). This discretizing process, also called 
digitization, is necessary to numerically process the image from the projections.
In discrete back-projection, the discretizing process involves choosing a J set of 
basis pictures (pl5...,pj) whose linear combinations will approximate the image
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to be reconstructed. The basis picture is defined as
Pj  =
1 , if Rmn is inside the j t h  pixel
(4.3)
0 , otherwise
The digitization. I, of an image I is described as an array given by the equation,
1 = Y .  x j P j  > 
j= i
where xj is the value of I in the jth  pixel.
In a k x 1 digitization(J=k x 1, see figure 4.4),
xi = T  %  .
(4.4)
(4.5)
where xjr is defined as the contribution of the rth  ray to the jth  pixel. xjr is
A d i  C>»v
proportional to the intensity of the rth  ray, Rr and the perpendicular distance,
A
djr±, between the rth ray and the jth  pixel. It is im portant to choose an adequate 
density of pixels to achieve a good approximation of the image.
R econ stru ction  Technique
It is not enough to reconstruct the data by pure back-projection. In figure 4.5 
a real set of data is shown back-projected. It shows clearly the defocussed ap­
pearance of the reconstruction and the presence of artifacts that can confuse the 
analysis of the final image. In this thesis, the approach taken to enhance the 
image produced from back-projection is generally called
algebraic reconstruction technique (AKT)  [30]. In particular, an iterative m ethod 
is used which incorporates constraints and a priori knowledge of bounds on the 
region of the reconstruction.
Define the required enhanced image from I as,
i* =  £  xi Pi (4-6)
j = i
Consider a sequence of vectors x ° ,x 1, . . . ,x a such tha t the sequence converges to 
x*. Note tha t in this sequence
(4.7)
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Figure 4.4: A ray is discretized over a k x 1 basis picture.
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Figure 4.5: An example of a pure back-projection of a real set of data.
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is the initial discrete back-projection of the data. The problem is to choose an 
operator T where
xa+1 =  T (xa) (4.8)
that gives an adequate estim ate of the vector x*;
x* =  xa+1 +  e . (4.9)
This procedure requires that both xa+1 and the error vector, e, to satisfy some 
specified optimization criterion. To implement the operator, T, the following 
steps were taken;
1. An optimization factor is introduced and defined by B =  /3(max(xa) — 
min(xa)) +  min(xa), where ß  is the clipping parameter. This factor is applied 
so tha t for a + l th  iteration,
xa+1 =  xa , for xa >  B (4.10)
xa+1 =  0 , otherwise. (4.11)
2. A relaxation parameter, a , is also introduced so that
xa+1 =  (xa)a ( 4 . 12)
with the aim of increasing the rate of convergence of the solution. The choice 
of the ß  and a  is very much heuristic, their values can only be determined by 
applying this process to a benchmark image in a simulation experiment.
3. Before the relaxation parameters are imposed, a multiplicative variation of 
ART is implemented on individual pixels every cycle. W ith j =  (k, 1), the process 
can w ritten as
_a+l _ £ R r (4.13)RI kl a
2-rk,l# xkl
Rr is rth  measured projection and the summation is done only on the pixels that 
have contributions from Rr, for (k,, l /). Otherwise, other pixels will remain with 
their original values. See figure 4.6. The process therefore utilizes, in each cycle, 
individual projections to make the corrections. The initial image appropriate for 
this m ethod is any image composed of uniform non-zero and positive elements.
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Section of the Reconstruction Plane
( k \ r )  pixels projection
data
(k,l) pixels
Figure 4.6: Geometry for the calculation of the image in the (k,l) pixel 
from the projection Rr using the multiplicative ART method discussed.
One of the advantages in using the multiplicative technique, instead of the ad­
ditive technique, is that the former tends to maximize the entropy of the image 
during processing. That is, the image remains positive during the operation and 
the normalization factor averages the outcome of the image [39].
W h y  A R T ?
Using criteria based on the utilization of computational resources for reconstruc­
tion of the projection data, ART is inefficient; it is very slow and uses a lot of 
memory in most cases. The experiment has required the use of this technique 
for several reasons. In this experiment, even though the angular resolution of the 
detector is adequate, the spatial resolution is not, i.e., the wire separation is ~  
4x the beam width. The detector is also constrained (for mechanical reasons) to 
cover only sections of the bigger magnetic surfaces for every detector position. 
These have become a problem, as shown in figure 4.5; the images of outer sur­
faces have wing-like artefacts and these artefacts tend to persist and degrade the 
reconstructed image. (For smaller surfaces, reconstructed images are satisfactory
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detector
Figure 4.7: Analytical methods in reconstruction normally requires a full 
coverage of the object by the detector and at least 180° sweep.
as w ill be shown in C hapter 5.) Reconstruction techniques th a t invo lve f i lte r ­
ing functions or convolving functions, which are efficient in  various app lica tions, 
are not su itab le  to  the present s itua tion . Using ana ly tic  functions in  the recon­
s tru c tion  w ill on ly aggravate the problem  of the aliasing artefacts because o f the 
undersam pling p rob lem .[60]
O th e r Tricks
The effectiveness of the o p tim iza tio n  procedure just ou tlined  is s t ill vu lnerab le  
to  the aliasing present in  the in it ia l image. To achieve a m eaningful reconstruc­
tio n , o ther th ings have to considered and these includes careful analysis o f the 
data where the image is recovered and some a p r io r i  knowledge of the image 
itse lf. For instance, the approxim ate shape and location  of the m agnetic surface 
being mapped are known from  the H E L IA C  com puted plots. By re s tr ic tin g  the 
com puta tiona l g rid  to  an area in which the surfaces are like ly  to  lie, most o f the 
aliases are im m ed ia te ly  removed which improves the o p tim iza tio n  process and 
also increases the com puta tiona l efficiency of the m ethod.
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4.2  S i m u l a t i o n  E x p e r i m e n t s
Tests of the technique can be instructive; some can be performed by setting up the 
apparatus in a particular wa.y (Chapter 5 section 2.4), others can be performed by 
computer simulation of data, perhaps with parameters not easily obtained with 
the present apparatus(e.g. large number of wires), l'o be of maximum value, 
the validity of the simulation technique should be "benchmarked' against data 
from the actual apparatus. As mentioned before, the optimization factors as well 
as the decision about when to terminate the enhancement procedure were deter­
mined this way. A realistic simulation will not only enable the user of the code to 
understand subtleties involved in the reconstruction process but also identify the 
conditions that can improve the outcome of the actual experiment. Before the 
experiment in H-l, simulations were done to investigate the appropriate detector 
and predict the quality of the data that will result. The scheme for the simulation 
of the experiment is outlined in figure 4.8. The computer code for the simulations 
is developed in the IDL(Interactive Data Language, RSI Inc, Colorado) environ­
ment. Sections of the code are reproduced in the Appendix. The simulation of 
the experiment is described in the following sections and some results will be 
presented.
4.2.1 T es t  P i c t u r e  a n d  S im u la t io n  o f  t h e  P r o j e c t i o n  D a t a
In setting up the test picture a simple analytic model of the shape of the flux 
surface was used (See Appendix 7.1) [15].
It is enough to indicate the shape and radius of the magnetic surface and the 
number of beam punctures and their positions in the magnetic surface. The 
resulting image is a bean-shaped array of circular beam punctures with finite size. 
The beam puncture profile is assumed to have a gaussian distribution that has a 
FWHM that is similar to the measured characteristic from a single beam using a 
two-wire detector system as shown in figure 4.9. This beam density distribution 
is assumed when comparing reconstructed images to the test picture. In the
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compare
Studies on Noise 
Factors
Set-up of the Test Picture 
(magnetic surface geometry)
Studies on Reconstruction 
Parameters (alpha, beta, etc.)
Final Reconstructed 
Image
Characterization of the 
Projection Data 
(beam + detector)
Reconstruction by 
Back-projection Technique 
(ART + use of constraints)
Figure 4.8: Summary chart of the simulation of the mapping technique.
I-----1 5*2 mm
Figure 4.9: The beam width as measured from this oscillogram is about 
1mm. The electron beam energy is about 50 eV, the exit hole of the gun 
is about 0.8mm and the magnetic field is around 220 gauss.
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npunc=50 
rsurf=.62 
iota=1.02
Figure 4.10: A test picture with 50 beam punctures. The ( + ) indicate the 
beam centres and the contour plot indicates the effective beam width as 
seen by the detector for sampling.
simulation process, the beam width param eter is often artificially increased to 
allow for both the beam size and the signal-collecting characteristics of the wire. 
To illustrate, in figure 4.10, the position of the 50 beam punctures are indicated 
as crosses and the contour plot describes the beam width of the punctures. The 
param eter iota in the code is adjusted to position the beam centres and rsurf 
determines the size of the magnetic surface. The contour is calculated over a 
300x300 grid with rwire =  .003. This number, rwire, is a normalized beam width 
factor and adjusted according to the real dimensions of a particular grid detector.
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Most aspects of the experiment are simulated and incorporated in the projected 
data. First, the number of wires and their separation distance , the initial and
final positions of the grid, and the number of angular steps are to be specified.
aHL ^
The detector geometry and the magnetic surface'll.established in the rectangular
Coordinates, [(xmjn, J 'm in ) ,  ( ^ m a x i )  m a x ) ]  — [( T 1), (1,1)]*
The signal-collecting characteristics of the wire includes the model of the beam 
and the transparency of the grid-detector. The beam punctures are determined by 
the position of their centres and initially assigned a number, Io, that corresponds 
to a peak beam current. The beam current as detected by the wire has a gaussian 
charateristic and is bounded, i.e., at some radius > rbeam edge, the beam current 
is zero. This means that a signal is detected on a wire only when the wire 
has a perpendicular distance <  rbeam edge from the beam puncture positions.
The peak beam current is progressively reduced to represent the loss of beam 
as it is collected by the wires in the grid. This is taken into account by using 
the geometric transparency of the grid, which is expressed as percentage of the 
physical area occupied by the wires against the total area encompasssed by the 
grid. O ther things may determine the transparency of a particular grid-detector, 
but for the meantime they will not be as im portant as the effect of the grid 
geometric transparency. In the code the effect of the grid transparency is achieved 
by assigning priority numbers on the beam transit positions and a/lexponential ^— X 
beam loss because of this transparency. The noise in the simulated projection
data is added later using an array of normalized random numbers( to be discussed
Q>fi.
in the succeeding section). The systematic errors (|n the data yg  not as im portant 
as the randon noise because it represents offset voltages on the signal and can be 
identified and compensated in the actual experiment.
Simulated projection data of figure 4.10 is calculated using param eters listed in 
fig 4.11a which shows the corresponding detector geometry. The projection data, 
G(m,n), is shown in figure 4.11b. The projection is made by rotating a grid of 64 
wires in 180° in 1° steps. The transparency factor is 97% and noise factor is zero.
One clear observation tha t can be made in this example is the obvious patchiness
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of the sinogram. This is attributed to the coarse angular sampling of the image 
plane. The reconstruction of this data will be shown in the next section and also 
some general comparison can be made later on real projection data in Chapter
4 .2 .2  R e c o n s t ru c t io n  o f th e  D a ta
To illustrate the reconstruction scheme, the projection data as shown in figure 4.11 
will be used. Even though this case is ideal and the data are free of noise, there 
are several things that can be learnt from the result. The parameters tha t are 
used for the reconstruction of this data are shown in table 4.12a. The process of 
reconstruction is shown by the block diagram in figure 4.12b.
Initially, a decision is made on the pixel size of the reconstruction plane and the 
the param eter, ngrid, determines this. In H -l, the grid-detector has a diameter 
of about 80 cm, therefore the pixel size with ngrid =  300 is around (2.6mm )2. 
This pixel size is adequate unless finer details of the maps are under study. One 
can decrease or increase this number for speed of processing or precision of the 
reconstruction, respectively. The computational time tha t is spent on the process 
mainly depends on this quantity.
The param eters, (rmin, rmax), measured from the origin of the reconstruction 
plane, determine the region where the image is deemed to be found and restricts 
the processing within this region. The example given has these parameters set at 
(0.2, 1.1). The value of ‘rm in’ is ignored if rmax is > 1 and the processing is done 
throughout the reconstruction plane. These parameters are adjusted with a priori 
knowledge of the size of the magnetic surface mapped and will greatly decrease 
com putational time since the image of the magnetic surface usually occupies just 
a small region of the reconstruction plane.
The data are back-projected onto the reconstruction plane by distributing the 
projections to pixels using either a gaussian or a flat(tcookie cu tte r1) function. 
The param eter involved in this is rback.proj (‘dw1 in the code), tha t is if djr, the
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ew
a. De tec to r  g e o m e t ry  and p a ra m e te rs  fo r  b
mv(number of views)=180 
nr(number of wires) = 64 
rwire = .003 
t0min=0.264 
t0m ax=0.959 
angle_span= 1 80° 
angle_start=0° 
transparency=9 7%
rotation
-0 .5
- 1.0
-1 .0  -0 .5  0.0 0.5 1.0
b. P ro jec t ion  data
wire num ber
Figure 4.11: a). Parameters and detector geometry to sample the test 
picture of figure 4.10. Only 16 wires are shown with the initial and the 
final angular views indicated, b). Projection data.
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a. Parameters for the Reconstruction 
of the Projection Data
Ngrid=300
Alpha=1
Beta=0.003
Threshold=0.01
Eps=0.001
Dw=0.005 (rback_proj)
Rmax=0.6
Rmin=1.9 (no constraint on reconstruction plane) 
Niter (number of iterations) 
sigma (% random noise on projection data)
b. Flow Chart of Reconstruction
Final Image
Analyze the Projection 
Data
Digitize Reconstruction 
Plane (decision on the 
resolution of pixels)
Decision on Termination, 
(parameters, niter or eps)
Choose the Values of the 
Parameters (alpha, beta, 
threshold, eps)
Choose Back-projection 
Scheme('cookie-cutter' or 
Gaussian), parameter(dw)
Impose Optimizaton 
Criteria and Process 
Using Multiplicative 
ART
Figure 4.12: a). Parameters and b). flow chart for the reconstruction of 
figure 4.11b.
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perpendicular distance between the jth  pixel and rth ray is < rback.proj, then 
the contribution of the rth  ray which has an intensity Rr to the pixel density, xjr , 
is expressed as,
Xjr =  Rr, for the ‘cookie cutter model' or,
The ‘cookie cu tte r’ model is a straightforward assignment of the quantity Rr 
to the pixels that satisfy the proximity condition. This model lacks the detail of 
the gaussian model in which the pixels that satisfy the proximity condition can 
be thought of as source centres and therefore the contribution of the ray to the 
pixel density will be gaussian in nature. The discrete on/off decision for pixels on 
the border of consideration is replaced by a more gentler transition. The gaussian 
model is generally adopted in the reconstruction and in the example, rback_proj 
is taken to be the same as ‘rwire’.
Before the stage of the initial back-projection, the projection data can be modified 
by adding random noise. The ‘noise’ is an array equal in size to the projection 
data and has random elements between -1 and 1. The param eter ‘delta is a 
multiplicative factor on the noise array. For example, given delta =  10% and 
the maximum of the projection data is one, the noise will be an array composed of 
random elements between -0.1 and 0.1. This array will be added to the projection 
data array to simulate the presence of a random noise.
The different parameters used in the optimization of the image are ‘threshold’, 
‘b e ta ’, ‘alpha’ and ‘eps’. The param eter ‘n iter’ determines the number of itera­
tions tha t are made during the optimization process, ‘threshold’ sets the threshold 
level on the projection data, that is, data below the threshold are clipped at that 
level. This is imposed before initial back-projection and can be set to a very small 
number to accept the raw data as it is. Implicitly, negative elements produced 
by the random noise will be suppressed, taking advantage of the positivity of the 
image. The param eters ‘beta’, ‘alpha’ and ‘eps’ are the same as the ß, a  and e i r \  
equations 4.9-4.12. ’eps’ is the param eter for the convergence criterion. Its ac-
for gaussian.
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tion is to term inate the iteration process when the image array at the (a + l) th  
iteration is within the factor ‘eps" of the ath iteration. Using this criterion, the 
convergence to a meaningful image is seldom achieved because of the incomplete 
data and term ination is determined by ‘n iter’. Figure 4.13 shows the reconstruc­
tion of the data in figure 4.11 and using parameters as shown in 4.12 for 2 and 
5 iterations of the image processing.
4 .2 .3  D iscu ss io n  o f th e  R esu lts
The simulation aided in the choice of the different reconstruction param eters like
‘be ta ’ and ‘alpha’. It is found that the reconstruction is more effective for typical
pe?pec-h
values of ‘alpha’ and ‘beta’ which are 1 and 0.003. Alpha =  1 is the optimal value 
in terms of retrieving vital information content of the image. If alpha >  1, the 
low signal content is lost faster while alpha < 1 the noise content is magnified.
Whenever the quality of the data is good, the noise is minimal and the number 
of samples adequate, an Alpha =  2 can be used. The optimum value of ‘beta' 
typically falls within 0.01 to 0.001.
There are several things that have to be pointed out in the reconstruction of the 
ideal data seen in figure 4.13b. The conditions for this particular simulation were 
chosen to illustrate the different observations tha t were found in the simulation 
experiment. Fifty puncture points were used, equally spaced, to illustrate that 
the approach is capable of reconstruction of^large number of beam punctures as 
long as each beam puncture is sampled adequately. The puncture points lost in 
the reconstruction were near the center of the rotation of the wire-grid and are 
therefore sampled only by a few wires so there is less information acquired for 
the*puncture points. Notice the symmetry is preserved because of the symmetry 
of the sampling views for the projection data. The pixel width of the puncture 
points expresses the point spread function of the detector which is not uniform 
throughout the region, i.e., the direction of the elongation of the punctures de­
pend on their positions, see insets. The aliasing artefacts, seen in figure 4.13a, 
were effectively suppressed after 3 more iterations but in the process a couple of
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a.
b.
Figure 4.13: Reconstruction of figure 4.11 for a). niter=2 b). niter=5. 
Insets in b show the contour plots of the upper and lower sections of the 
image enclosed. 67
punctures were lost because their information content were similar to the aliases.
Two cases of random noise levels, 10% and 20%, incorporated in the previous 
projection data are shown reconstructed in figure 4.14. One of the fea­
tures of the results is the breaking of the symmetry in the image (see insets in 
the figure). Some artefacts also arose from the presence of the random noise in 
comparison with figure 4.13b but in general, the information content of the image 
is good even at this level of noise content. Before the design of the 64-wire grid
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b.
Figure 4.14: Similar to figure 4.13 but with random noise at a). 10% and 
b). 20%.
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Figure 4.15: a).Plot of the test picture beam puncture(o) and the re­
constructed beam centres(-f-) b). Difference between reconstructed beam 
centre positions and test picture.
in H-l, simulations are performed to look at the effect of using different numbers 
of views and wires in the detector grid. In the following set of results a smaller 
magnetic surface with 20 beam punctures is used, the transparency of the grid 
is 90%, the reconstruction plane is 64x64, .40% random noise is incorporated to 
the projection data and the the grid is initially at a position of 30° and ends at 
270°. A 16-, 20-, and 32-wire grid were studied and the number of views are 60. 
80. 100, and 120. Using a normalized coordinate, the centre of the reconstructed 
beam punctures are measured (manually) and the difference with test picture are 
recorded. figure 4.15 shows one such case along with the scatter plot. In
a case when a particular reconstructed beam puncture has broken up into two 
structures, their centres are averaged for the purpose of comparison with the 
original. These structures are illustrated as two crosses in figure 4.15a. To get 
an overall measure of the accuracy of the reconst ruction the mean value ot the 
scatter is calculated and compared for the different case's. For example, the case 
shown in the previous figure, the mean error is 9.1 x 10- '5 in normalized coordi­
nates. Translated into 11-1 magnetic surface' of a mean radius of 22cm, this gives 
a global accuracy of 2mm. Figure 4.16 shows a summary of the results from 
the cases mentioned above. The conclusions that one can draw from these are
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Figure 4.16: Measured global resolution against a. number of views using 
a ‘20-wire grid and, b. number of wires with 120 views of the test picture.
th a t reliability of the reconstruction depends very much on the am ount of da ta  
th a t is available and th a t in the case for the H -l experim ent, a global accruracy 
b e tte r than  1mm will be achieved with 64 wires and w ith a num ber of views >  
120. These results showed th a t the centre of the reconstructed  beam  punctures 
are reliable and will be exploited when com paring e-beam  m apped surfaces w ith 
the com puted puncture plot in the actual experim ent.
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C h a p te r  5
R esu lts
This chapter will deal with the results of the experiment performed using the 
wire-grid detector for mapping. Some im portant preliminary experiments are 
done to understand the different factors that affect the mapping experiment and 
some improvements that can be made thereon. Comparisons between the mapped 
surfaces and the computed plots, and observations made about the reconstruction 
of projection data will be presented.
5.1 G eneral
5.1 .1  A cc e le ra tio n  V o ltage
Figure 5.1 shows the projection data for different beam acceleration voltages. 
Negative potential is applied to the filament while the gun wall and the grid 
detector are at zero potential. In these scans, the magnetic surface is mapped 
for 100 angular views with an emission current of 17 f iA and a 0.1 T field. The 
background pressure is relatively high, at 2x l0-6 torr. Wire 63 is electrically 
grounded to aid signal identification while wire 53 was later found to be in the 
same state. The smaller radius of the magnetic surface is evident from the data 
which shows tha t only wires up to wire 42 have relevant signals.
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Figure 5.1: Partial scan of a magnetic surface for different beam energies 
indicated at the top. The horizontal, not indicated, is the wire number 
from 0 to 63. Grey scale used is also shown.
The scan shows that at least 10 beam punctures on the magnetic surface are 
mapped. The images of the data show that the clearest signal on the wires 
occurred when the beam energy is 20eV. The estimated Larmor radius, tl in 
this condition is 0.1mm. Notice that the image for the 130 eV (tl = 0.25mm) is 
almost just a blur compared to the 20eV. This effect resulted from adopting a 
uniform absolute grey scale for all images. For example the signals at 130 eV are 
lower compared to those at 20 eV. At higher beam energies, the contrast from 
the background is poor, the signal peaks are not well resolved. The background 
is generally a result of the wires collecting the electrons that have been scattered 
by collisions with residual gas.
Figure 5.2 shows three particular grid orientations which are chosen because there 
are no saturated channels (wires). Saturation of the signal occurs for individual 
currents above 0.15 fiA. There are more saturated signals found in the 20 eV case 
and none at all for beam energies 60 eV and higher. Also, because the magnetic 
surface involved is small, in all of the orientations chosen, the grid is fully covering 
the surface. In figure 5.3, the net current on the grid is shown for the data of
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Figure 5.2: Current on wires for three different views (30, 40, 50) and
for the different acceleration voltages shown in figure 5.1. Except for their p v ^  004.
intensities, the projections for the Table detector orientations are similar
even using different beam energies. The 20 eV case gives the highest peaks.
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Figure 5.3: Using the same detector orientations of figure 5.2, this graph 
gives an indication of the total beam current for the different acceleration 
voltages used.
figure 5.2. The net current is the sum of the current on all the wires for the given 
detector orientation. If there is a saturated signal on a wire for a particular grid 
orientation, the net current measured will be artificially lower.
There are enough transits of the beam so that the net current collected by the 
grid in each detector angular orientation can be related to the beam current; only 
a small fraction of the beam current will be collected by the section of the gun 
support tha t extends through the mapping region. The data show that at 20 eV, 
a higher net current is measured and together with the observation tha t there 
are more saturated signals for this condition, indicate tha t the beam current is 
higher compared to other beam energies. The net current for 20 eV is about four 
times tha t of the 130 eV case and about twice that of the 15 eV case. These 
show that a more efficient extraction of the beam occurs around an acceleration 
voltage of 20 V. Lower than this voltage, at the same filament tem perature, 
the emission current is expected to be limited more by space charge, while at 
higher acceleration voltages, the Larmor radius is bigger resulting in more of the 
electrons being collected by the gun wall rather than exiting through the hole.
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Figure 5.4: a l and bl are two sets of partial projection data with the 
grid at different biassing voltages. Below them are shown the net current 
measured on the grid for every detector orientation. See text for discussion.
5 .1 .2  G rid  B ia ss in g  V o ltage
The background in the projection data, mentioned in the previous section, can 
be minimized by biassing the wire-collecting grid to repel the scattered electrons: 
those which have lost some parallel energy. If the electron velocity is initially 
parallel to the magnetic field, then both elastic collisions (for pitch angle scatter­
ing, Vj_ is increased at the expense of vy and hence parallel energy) and inelastic 
collisions (straightforwardly) result in the loss of parallel energy. By biassing the 
grid to repel, only the undeflected electrons in the electron beam will be collected 
by the grid.
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Figure 5.4 shows a comparison of partial projection data (i.e. a limited range of 
projection angles) of 100 views when the grid is biassed relative to the gun wall to 
+30, +15, 0, and -15 V. (Here, wires 46, 53, and 63 are connected to the ground 
and have been assigned null currents which are visible as vertical white bands in 
figures 5.4al and bl.) For al, the acceleration voltage is 30 V and the emission 
current is 7 /./A. The net current, at grid bias of -15 V, for these conditions has 
gone down to around 0.052 /iA so that the projection data are very faint. This 
does not mean it has less information content than that of the +30 V grid bias 
case.
To effect easier comparisons, in b, the beam current is increased (emission current 
is 30/xA), by increasing the filament-heating current. Here it is evident that 
the negative biassing enhances the resolution of the data by suppressing the 
background. To get a measure of the enhancement, the maximum signal is read 
within wires 47 to 52 and compared to the peak signal on the whole grid. The 
wires from 47 to 52 are chosen because the magnetic surface is small enough 
that they should not collect the beam directly. The peak signal is close to the 
saturation signal of 0.15/xA, the maximum background signal for +15 V grid 
voltage is 0.02//A and for the -15 V is 0.006 x^A. There is, therefore, around 
300% improvement in the contrast when the grid is given a repelling bias relative 
to the gun wall.
It can be seen by comparing the data between the unbiassed and the negatively- 
biassed cases in figure 5.4a, the perturbation that will result from biassing the 
grid slightly negative with respect to the beam is negligible. This method will be 
adopted to alleviate problems relating to scattered electrons.
5 .1 .3  E ffects  o f  B ackgroun d  P ressu re
In figure 5.5, the projection data for three different background pressures are 
shown. They are a partial map of larger radius magnetic surface (notice in A, 
wire 52 has a substantial signal) and near the 5/4 island. The acceleration voltage
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Figure 5.5: Partial projection data at three different background pressures 
A. l.lxlO-6, B. 2.2xl0~6, C. 10.5xl0-6 torr. Grey scale used is the same 
as previous figures.
of the beam is 30 V and the grid is biassed to repel at 8 V.
The number of beam transits around the machine depends on the pressure and 
it is obvious from the data that A, at lower pressure, has more discernible beam 
punctures compared to C. To get an idea of how many transits the beam will 
make before its been diffused by the background gas the the mean free path of 
the electron, l/cmn, will be considered. Here, nn is the neutral gas density and 
cr is taken as the cross-section for electron momentum transfer (90° scattering) 
to the gas particles. The mean free path is the distance traversed by the beam 
before attenuation by 1/e because of collisions with the gas particles.
Mass spectrometric analyses of the background gas in HI revealed water is the 
major component, with N2 and H2 also present. The H20  component originates 
from outgassing or possibly from the internal magnetic coils because of very small 
leaks in the coil-cooling system. The measured ratio between the components of 
the background gas vary, depending on the conditions. The one taken for the
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purpose of calculations is that of the best base pressure ancl the most likely mix 
between H20 , N2 and H2 of 50%, 30% and 20%, respectively.
At 20eV, the momentum cross-sections of H20 , N2, and H2 are around 4.5, 12 
and 6.5 10~2° m2, respectively [16, 50]. Taking the pressure to be IxlO-6 torr 
and the length of 1 turn of a typical field line to be 8 m, the beam would make 
around 40 transits around the machine before attenuation by 1/e. This means 
that as well as the grid which naturally collects the beam, the background gas 
has the effect of reducing the useful signal on the wires if the background gas 
density is enough to diffuse the beam from its normal trajectory on the magnetic 
surface. This explains the partial projection data that are shown in figure 5.5. 
With the grid biassed negatively, the diffusion and attenuation of the beam at 
higher pressures is evident in the decrease of the net current on the grid, in this 
case, because the magnetic surface is near the edge of the configuration and an 
island; most of the electrons that have suffered collisions escaped the mapping 
region of the grid or have been collected by the grounded wires.
5 .1 .4  N o ise  M ea su rem en ts
Two sets of noise measurements are taken, with and without the e-beam.
Figure 5.6a shows the noise signal on wire 0 and b, some of the multiplexed 
signals on the wires, without the beam. The offsets on the wires are measured to 
be between -.007 to .0035 ^A. Wire 63 is grounded and is shown in 5.6b to be out 
of the scale used. The signal on wire 0 shows the maximum electrical noise. It has 
a peak-to-peak amplitude of about .015 ^A. Frequency analysis of 5.6a, shown in 
c, shows that the noise has peaks at the frequencies 598, 397, 137 and 50 Hz. The 
first two are explained by the vibrations from the two turbo-molecular pumps, 
one operating at maximum capacity with 600 Hz turbine speed and the other at 
stand-by mode which is operating at 66% capacity with 396 Hz turbine speed. 
The one operating at full capacity is located nearer to the wire-grid. The large 
signal on wire 0 is most likely due to a resonance with a higher order transverse
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vibrational (plucked string) mode. The first mode of that oscillation is tuned to 
about 100 Hz, so the sixth overtone could be resonant with the turbine vibration.
The 137 Hz peak is a harmonic of the motor rotation of the mechanical backing 
pumps coupled to the turbo pumps. The noise in the signals, from the vibrations 
of the pumps and from the 5011z mains, is capacitively induced. The motion 
of the wires (because of the vibrations) across a small background electric field 
creates a change in the potential signal while the 50 llz component is probably 
direct electric held pickup from surrounding electrical installations.
An important change in the spectrum of the noise is observed when the e-beam 
is being collected by the wires. As the wire is rotated slowly through the electron 
beam, a noise signal appears on the skirts of the beam, and then decreases in 
amplitude as the maximum is approached, suggesting that the position of the 
beam is modulated. Figure 5.7a shows two examples of the beam signal on a 
wire, one gives the maximum peak signal and the second has a lower peak signal. 
In b and c, the frequency spectrum of the signal is shown for comparison. Both 
of the signals express similar spectral characteristics although the peak-signal is 
more perturbed by the noise source. The consistency of the spectrum for both 
signals, which consists of 12.5 Hz and its harmonics, is related to the 12.5 Hz 
motor speed of the DC generator that provides the power to the coils. The 
small ripple on the magnetic coil current manifests as a perturbation of the beam 
trajectory causing the observed slow variation of the signals and is not ordinary 
electrical pick-up since the signals disappeared when the beam is not present. The 
modulation on the e-beam trajectory is estimated to have a maximum amplitude 
of about Ü.S mm. The beam modulation is a good example of a source of random 
noise, a factor that has been considered in the simulation experiment. Its presence 
will not diminish the effectiveness of the mapping experiment because the overall 
effect is that the beam has now an effective width of ~  1.8 mm. This position 
modulation is expected to be caused by the frequency dependence of the winding 
current ratios when the helical shunt is used(described in chapter 2). When the 
helical shunt is not used, it is expected that the ratios will be closer to ideal, and
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Figure 5.6: Noise in the signal from the wires without the beam. (a). 
Signal on wire 0(the longest wire), (b). Set of multiplexed signals showing 
the different wires and their offset values. Notice that the signal on wire 0 
has the biggest noise amplitude, (c). The frequency spectrum of (a).
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Figure 5.7: Wire 0 is again used to look at the noise on the signal, this time 
with the electron beam being collected, (a). Two signals are taken; first is 
the peak signal and the second slightly off-peak. The frequency spectrum 
of the (b). peak signal and (c). off-peak signal.
that the configuration will not change with tim e in this way. Initial observations 
indicate tha t there is much less motion of the beam for I h / I T = 0.
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Figure 5.8: Detector geometry used in mapping the surfaces in III
5.2 M a p p in g  th e  M a g n e tic  S u rfaces
5.2.1 Set -u p
The electron gun, located at $  =  120°, is manually moved across the magnetic 
surface for each scan. The appropriate filament current, gun voltage and biassing 
voltage is determined by avoiding saturation of the signal on the wires. The 
filament current of around 1.4 A and a biassing voltage of 30 V for a Bo of 0.1T 
gives a net current on the grid (a measure also of the beam current) of ~1 fiA. The 
correct alignment of the gun hole with the field line is determined by identifying 
the hole orientation tha t gives the maximum signal on the detector. The base 
pressure during scans reported here is around 1.2 x 10-6 torr.
The scans are done with an average angular step of 0.5994° ±  0.0001°. The num ­
ber of steps range from 290 to 360 and starting angle varies between —179.5° 
and —182.5° depending on the size of the magnetic surface being mapped. The 
initial position of the grid is shown in figure 5.8. The angular measurement
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is calibrated and measured through an external turns-counting dial connected 
to the driving motor, and checked during machine maintenance by comparison 
with a wire “plumb-bob". The error on the total angle spanned for each scan is 
better than 0.2%. The center of rotation of the detector is carefully calibrated 
relative to the machine center by direct measurements and counter-checked by 
measuring points on the support structure of the detector against that of the 
PFC. The grid is located 998.7 ±  0.7 mm radially and displaced upward from the 
0-plane by 23.8 ±  0.3 mm, as shown in figure 5.8. The toroidal position of the 
grid is measured to be at 84.8° ±  0.4°. These calibrations are very im portant in 
the comparisons that will be later made between the computed magnetic surface 
plots and the e-beam mapping. The coordinates established in the HELIAC code 
are based on measurements made on HI after assembly and therefore the mapped 
plots should be accurately transformed to these coordinates. The validity of the 
field error analysis based on the comparisons between the computed magnetic 
surface plots and the e-beam mapping will rely heavily on the accuracy of the 
calibrations.
As explained in chapter 2, the tomography experiment is performed using 12 turns 
of the OVC for normal configurations because, during the time of the experiment, 
the IVC was disconnected and under repair. Ih =  0 in this arrangement is similar 
to the standard case designed for HI, with 16 and 8 coils of the IVC and OVC, 
respectively, connected and therefore will be adopted as the standard case in this 
thesis. W ithout the IVC, the results from this experiment will not be identical to 
the standard magnetic configurations but this will not be crucial in terms of the 
field error analysis and conclusions tha t are made about this particular technique. 
The experiment mainly involves initial studies done using the technique and will 
show results from mapping of the standard case and few other configurations.
5 .2 .2  M a p p in g  R esu lts
Three vacuum magnetic configurations are mapped, the Ih =  0 case and two par­
tial maps near the 1/1 and 5/4 resonances. Previously, the fluorescent technique
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was used to map the magnetic configurations in the $  =  120° position [53]. The 
author of this thesis performed the computational analysis of those results and 
the approach developed there is applied to the wire grid data. Some of the results 
from the fluorescent mapping are presented here for comparison.
To identify the error held sources in HI, the maps of the magnetic surfaces are 
compared with computed plots from the HELIAC code. Different cases of coil 
positional errors and other known error held sources are incorporated in the 
HELIAC code until a reasonable ht is made. The details of the procedure (the 
configurations , free parameters and the order of htting those parameters) suitable 
for the H-l data are as follows. Comparisons are first made with the Ih =  0 case 
to estim ate coil displacement errors. Then these displacements are rehned by 
examining the 1/1 resonance which is more sensitive to displacements. Later, a 
comparison is made with a low-order island chain not intrinsic to HI, to check 
the validity of the assumed crossover errors.
Initial comparisons with the Ih =  0 case are done by identifying the e-beam centre 
positions from the map shown as crosses in hgure 5.9b. The general positions 
of the beam centres are determined from the raw back-projected image of the 
data. (See Appendix 7.3) Only clear and unambiguous beam centres are chosen 
from the data for the purpose of comparison. This step may be performed with 
a raw back-projected image in polar coordinates and later transformed to HI 
coordinates incorporating the calibrations made between the detector position 
and Hl-m achine centre, as shown in c. As discussed in Chapter 4, section 4.2.3, 
this approach is accurate in determining the shape and orientation of the magnetic 
surfaces and position of the magnetic axis.
Figure 5.10 shows a series of comparison made with the mapped magnetic surfaces 
for Ih =  0. Five surfaces are chosen to illustrate the procedure. In 5.10a, with the 
absence of error fields in the code, one can clearly see a discrepancy in the fit of the 
mapped surfaces with the computed plots. In b, a well-known error field source 
in HI, the poloidal field conductor cross-overs, is incorporated in the model by 
describing it as discrete finite-length filamentary sections. These cross-overs are
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Figure 5.9: An example of the projection data of a magnetic surface for 
the standard case. (a). Raw data. (b). Simple back-projection in polar 
plane, (c). Beam centres translated into the rectangular coordinates, (d). 
Net current on the detector.
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are located in three positions in the PFC and described in figure 5.12. There is 
still a mismatch in the position ol the magnetic axis as extrapolated from the 
five magnetic surfaces mapped. The next step in the analysis of the fit is to 
consider positional errors in the magnetic coils. The positions of the inner and 
outer VF coil and TP coil are calibrated within a millimeter with respect to the 
machine center and are already incorporated in the HELIAC code. To account 
for the slight mismatch of the magnetic axis in 5.10b. the PF coil position is 
varied slightly with respect to the machine centre because it is already known 
that of all the coils, the central circular conductors. PFC and HC, affects the 
up-down symmetry of the the magnetic surface the most. In 5.10c, a good fit is 
achieved by displacing the position of the central circular conductor by 0.5 mm 
along the y-axis and 1.5 mm along the x-axis in the plane of z = 0 as shown in 
figure 5.13. For comparison, the map of the standard configuration using the 
fluorescent technique is shown in figure 5.11. The correction on the ring position 
for this map is (-1.5x+2y)mm.
It can be seen from figure 5.10 that the difference in the magnetic axis position 
between 5.10a. and 5.10c is about 4 mm and there is not much difference in 
the quality of the fit visible. These differences become more visible near the 
resonance 1/1, where the “magnification factor1' of 1 / ( IT) can become very large. 
The conclusion that the PFC displacement is (-0.5x+2y)mm will be supported 
by the partial maps of the 5/4 island and the 1/1 island which will be shown 
later.
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Figure 5.10: Comparing the mapped magnetic surfaces of the standard 
case with the Poincare plot using the HELIAC code (a), with ‘Ideal’ case, 
(b). with only the PFC current cross-overs correction, and (c). with both 
the crossovers correction and the central ring conductor shifts. Shown in 
bracket is the magnetic axis position([R,z]).
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H1 2y-1.5x 3 helical scan ,1500e5A 1.003C,215,.2068 0% 3 0 3 16/8
Figure 5.11: The standard configuration mapped using the fluorescent 
technique. The error field correction used is a ring conductor displacement 
of -2x+1.5y.
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cu r r e ; ::
(D- 271.21°
redthrough
: u r r e n t
c.Crossover in One Coil Pancake
current
Figure 5.12: Diagram of the PFC current crossovers in HI. The three 
current feedthroughs are coaxial and located in the three toroidal positions 
indicated. Only one set of crossovers is shown. The crossovers occur in 
each coil pancake which has two layers in each.
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Figure 5.13: Diagram of the ring conductor (PFC+HC) displacement with 
respect to the toroidal coils.
The fluorescent mapping of the standard case identified the PFC positional error 
in HI. When this correction was incorporated in the computation of the Poincare 
plots in 4> = 240° for the 1/1 resonance case, it was found that the computed 
surfaces were approximately up-down symmetric in agreement with the mapped 
surfaces. The smaller island was identified as the best indicator for analysis as 
shown in figure 5.14b by measuring the height “H”. The sensitivity of the up- 
down symmetry to PFC coil displacement is evident in the other Poincare plots 
shown in figure 5.14 which was predicted by equation 2.18 in Chapter 2. While 
up-down symmetry of the 1/1 islands confirmed the PFC positional error, it 
was also observed there were discrepancies between the measured and HELIAC 
code values of the helical current (Ih/Ir) of the experimental maps and their 
matching Poincare plot, respectively. This has led us to investigate in detail 
if the effect is uniform throughout the available maps. The measured height, 
H, in the Poincare plots was plotted against the values of Ih/Ir as shown in 
figure 5.15, Ih/Ir from -5.4 —> -4.6. This graph was used to calibrate the measured
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a. -0.5x+2y c. -1,5x+1y
- 0.1 -
1.00 1.10 1.20 1.30 1.40 1.50
b.-1.5x+2y d.-2x+2y
&  0.0
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Figure 5.14: The effect of the ring conductor displacement along th z=0 
plane on the up-down symmetry of the configuration. The displacement 
shown in b resulted in an approximately symmetric island at z=0.
height of the mapped island with its corresponding matching 1^/ Ir of the Poincare 
plot. One such case is shown in figure 5.15, where the H of the island whose 
measured helical current is -5.2% matches the computed configuration with a 
helical current of 4.9%. On the average, the discrepancy found between the 
measured and the HELIAC code helical current is ~  1.06. This apparently higher 
than measured value of the of the helical current cannot be explained by errors in
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Calibration Using the 1/1 Resonance
Height of the -5.2% island -
4- Computed Plot Measurements-
Figure 5.15: The height(H) of the 1/1 island of 5.14b as a function of the 
helical current Ih / I r -
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current measurement because the accuracy is within ~  1%, so that the measured 
Ih/Ir is 5.2 ±  0.05%. The other possibility explored is the helical swing radius that 
was used in the code. When we reduced the swing radius from 10cm to 9.4cm 
(which is effectively reducing the helical field magnitude in the configuration, 
given the same current) we found the discrepancies were removed. The difference 
between this experimentally determined value and the design value of 10 cm is 
not surprising considering the difficulties in winding the toroidal helix, and in 
subsequent verification of the dimensions. Figure 5.16 shows two examples of the 
1/1 islands showing the map-fitting using the calibration graph (changing the 
Ih/Ir in the code and using a swing radius of 10 cm) and the correction imposed 
on the helical swing radius (using swing radius of 9.4 cm and the measured I h / h ) -
The current-crossover correction in the code was used initially in analysing the 
Ih =  0 of the tomography experiment (figure 5.10b) and was observed to have 
no significant effect on tha t configuration, i.e. the difference in the positions of 
the magnetic axis estim ated from the Poincare plots is < lm m . This has to be 
expected since only islands resonant to its error field will be sensitive to it. In 
figure 5.17a, when the PFC current crossovers are included in the computations, 
the Poincare plot matches the mapped island both in size, position and phase. 
In contrast, figure 5.17b, shows a poor match between the computed plot and 
the mapped island, significantly both in the size and phase. The only noticeable 
discrepancy found in the fit in figure 5.17a is tha t the left and right lobes of the 
island didn’t m atch their positions in the computed plot, otherwise the top and 
bottom  lobes fitted reasonably well.
Partial maps of two islands shown in figure 5.18, are from the tomography ex­
periment. The error field model tha t resulted from analysis of data obtained by 
the the fluorescent technique was used to compare the mapped surfaces using the 
tomographic technique with the Poincare plots, figure 5.18al and b l. The only 
difference is tha t the correction for the ring conductor position was determined in 
the analysis of the Ih =  0 case using the tomographic data. Figure 5.18al, shows
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a1. calibrated at - 4.9%, helical swing radius(10 cm)
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a2. measured lh/lr(-5.2%), helical swing radius(9.4 cm)
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Figure 5.16: Fluorescent technique maps of two cases of two 1/1 islands 
used to calibrate the helical swing radius. The measured Ih / I r are (a). - 
5.2%, and (b). -4.8%.
b2. measured lh/lr(-4.8%), helical swing radius(9.4 cm)
b1. calibrated at - 4.52%, helical swing radius(10 cm)
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a. crossover and HC+PFC displacement corrections
b. HC+PFC displacement correction only
1.0 1.2 1.4 1.6
Figure 5.17: Fluorescent technique map of a 5/4 resonant island illustrat­
ing the correction from current-crossovers of the PFC.
reasonable agreement using the full model. The island width and phase are ap­
proximately correct, but there are still discrepancies in the overlap of computed 
and measured surfaces. The PFC-fHC position error alone exhibits islands in 
the correct phase, but their width is less than half of the observed islands (fig­
ure 5.18a2). It is interesting to note that, in figure 5.18al, in the 5/4 island map, 
just like in the map using the fluorescent technique, two opposing lobes fit their 
position well but not the other two. In the case of the 1/1 island, since the map 
using the tomographic technique lacks punctures over half the surface, we can 
only draw a general conclusion that the general positions of the mapped surfaces 
fit well, and better than if the corrections are not incorporated (figures 5.18M and 
b‘2). Overall, even though these maps are partial, one can already see that the 
wire-grid detector is as effective in mapping islands as the fluorescent technique.
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Figure 5.18: Partial maps of the (al). 5/4 island and (bl). 1/1 resonance 
cases compared with their Poincare plots with errors on the ring conductor 
(PFC+HC) position and with the PFC crossovers. (a2) and (b2) shows the 
ideal Poincare plots.
5 .2 .3  R e c o n s t ru c t io n  o f  th e  P r o je c t io n  D a ta
The results of the comparisons have already been discussed in the preceding 
section. In this section, results of the reconstruction of the image of the magnetic
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Figure 5.19: The electron gun is located at the ( f > = 120° port. Approxi­
mate gun position for the two examples are shown and some reconstruction 
parameters are also listed.
surfaces using the process outlined in Chapter 4, section 1.2 will be discussed and 
presented.
Two reconstruction examples will be shown here, a surface near the edge of the 
configuration and another with a smaller radius. The bigger surface is mapped 
with the electron gun located at about 7.5 cm from the magnetic axis and the 
smaller surface is about 2.5 cm from the axis, as shown in figure 5.19. The 
parameters applicable to all reconstructions presented here are also shown in the
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figure.
In figure 5.20 shows the projection data, and a series of reconstructed images 
from the projection of the bigger surface. The reconstruction is done over the 
whole normalized area (i.e. no excluded zone) using a 300x300 grid. One of the 
outstanding features in the image is the presence of wing-like structures on some 
of the beam punctures. This is very evident in the initial back-projected image 
shown in 5.20b. These artefacts persist even after the fifth iteration. The final 
image that is utilized for comparisons with the computed plot, as shown 5.20c, 
is enhanced by using the image from the fourth iteration as a correction to the 
image of the fifth iteration by multiplying their pixel intensities. The effect is 
similar to squaring the final image.
In figure 5.21, the reconstruction of the smaller surface is more accurate, the wing­
like artefacts are practically removed and t he resolut ion of the image is just limited 
by the pixel size (~ 2.6 mm) and the wire separation. I'he quality of the image of 
the smaller surface is better than the bigger surface because of the regular shape 
of the surface and also the sampling done on it is almost symmetrical. Wing- 
like artefacts arose from the bigger surface because the detector, is constrained 
geometrically to undersample some sections of the surface. As mentioned in 
Chapter 4, Section 4.2.3, the inadequacy of the information from the projection 
data can result to a loss of some beam punctures of the image to the processing 
and the beam punctures that are better sampled can alias the other nearby beam 
punctures because of their higher intensities.
The process of reconstruction is terminated most of the time after 5 iterations 
of reconstruction to economize on the computer memory use and time spent on 
processing. It takes between 30 minutes to an hour to process the projection 
data using a 300x300 grid. In figure 5.22, the images after 10 iterations from the 
two previous examples are shown. Note that there is a slight improvement in the 
image after 10 iterations. (Compare the pixel intensities of images.) This small 
improvement did not warrant the use 10 iterations to process other projection 
da.ta. Instead, the scheme of multiplying the images of the fourth and fifth
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a. Projection data b. Initial Image(imO)
wire number
c. Fifth iteration(im5) d. Im4 x im5
2*104 4*10‘ 2*10 4 4*1 C T 6*104 8*10 4
Figure 5.20: Reconstruction of the mapped surface near the edge of the 
configuration.
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a. Projection data b. Initial Image(imO)
4*10 4 6*104 8*10 4
c. Fifth iteration(im5) d. Im4 x im5
Figure 5.21: Reconstruction of the mapped surface near the magnetic axis.
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2* 104 4» 104 6» 10‘
Figure 5.22: Processed images, after 10 iterations, of data, a. from figure 
5.20 and b. from figure 5.21.
iterations was adopted. A further improvement is made on the final image by 
thresholding the image to around 4% of the maximum intensity of the pixels, see 
figure 5.23. This procedure may erase some smaller structures in the image, but 
because of the coarseness of the grid it would have not mattered. There is enough 
information in the final image to allow the comparison with the computed plot.
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a1
b1 b2
Figure 5.23: Contour plots of the images of the previous examples, a l and 
bl shows the pixel intensities less than or equal to 4% of the maximum of 
the image are clipped.
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5.2.4 R e s o l u t i o n  o f  t h e  R e c o n s t r u c t i o n  T e c h n iq u e
The resolution ot the reconstruction of the image depends on the grid size, wire 
separation, number of angular views and the e-beam width. For the particular 
conditions used in the experiment, the e-beam width is «1 mm, the wire sepa­
ration is fixed at ~4 mm, the angular step of rotation is ~  0.6°, and the grid 
size is 300x300. In figure 5.24a, projection data of a surface at the edge of the 
configuration (fi, - 0) is shown. Note that there are only two beam punctures 
in this case. The beam was apparently collected by a limiting structure in the 
machine after its second encounter of the grid. These projection data, are ideal to 
look at the resolution of the reconstruction for two reasons. The beam punctures 
are from an edge surface, which we already know has the worst aliasing features. 
The first beam puncture (first encounter with the grid) will not be masked by 
other projection data as much as if a full surface is mapped. In the projection 
data shown, the beam puncture A’ is the first beam puncture, as evidenced by 
the larger current collected from the beam.
In figure 5.24b the contour plot of the reconstruction is shown together with the 
3-cl surface representation of the beam punctures. One of the best features of the 
reconstruction is the ‘highly-peaked' intensity of the pixels of the beam punctures 
(figure 5.24c). The position of the peak, as was shown in the simulation, will 
be very near the position of the centre of the beam puncture. If we look at 
figure 5.24d, the contour plot of TF shows the beam puncture is smeared and 
has three distinct structures. This maybe an aliasing artefact or the beam itsell 
has been broadened (possibly by collisions with the residual gas or even sheared 
by the magnetic field). The beam puncture 'A' will not give us any hint on the 
explanation for the structures in ‘B’ because the beam has not travelled enough 
around the machine ( ( f )  =  120° —></; = 85°). What we can readily observe is 
that the beam punctures give a similar FWIIM «  pixel size (~ 2.6 mm). The 
resolution therefore is limited by the pixel size in this case and the beam centres 
have a precision of «1.3 mm. The resolution of the raw data, measured by plotting 
the perpendicular distance from a wire to a beam puncture against the beam
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current, is measured to he 0.6 turn. 'L'lierefore, the resolut,ion of the processed 
image is only a factor of 2 less than the ult imate resolution.
To improve the resolution of the reconstruction there are only two things that 
can be done, increase the angular resolution of sampling (decrease angular step 
size) and increase the grid number in the reconstruction. Both can provide the 
avenue for the investigation of the smearing effect on the beam punctures.
5.2.5 Im a g e  of  th e  I j ,  =  0  Configuration
A fined image of the Ih = 0 case with 8 magnetic surfaces is shown in figure 5.25. 
The fit of the reconstructed image compares very well with that of figure 5.10 and 
either approaches can be used in analysing the surfaces. The previous approach, 
which uses the beam centres of the pure back-projection image, can be used to 
quickly identify the shape of the magnetic surface and est imate the position of t he 
magnetic axis. The disadvantage of using the image reconstruction for comparison 
with the Poincare plot is the difficulty in distinguishing the artefacts from the 
beam punctures but it can provide a more detailed analysis of the surfaces by 
an increased angular view sampling and an increased number of reconstruction 
pixels.
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^  ^ ?; Projection Data t b. Contour Plot of Final image
c. Pixel Intensities
d. Contour Plot of the Beam Punctures
Figure 5.24: (a.) Projection data with limited number of beam punctures 
and from large surface (gun position ^9.5 cm from the magnetic axis), (b.) 
Contour plot of the final image and inserts show the 3-d surface represen­
tation of the beam punctures, (c.) Pixel intensities of the final image, (d.) 
Contour plots of the beam punctures showing the grid size in millimeter 
and their corresponding FWHM contour plots.
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Reconstructed Image from the Projection Data
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Figure 5.25: Eight surfaces are fitted in this Ih = 0 case. The Poincare 
plot is computed with the the field errors from section 5.2.2.
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C hapter 6
Sum m ary and C onclusion
This thesis has presented and described a new technique of mapping the magnetic 
surfaces in a steilarator that involves the use of tomography and a multi-wire grid 
detector. Error field studies in H-l were described using results from both the 
tomographic and the fluorescent experiments.
6.1 C om parisons B etw een  th e  M u lti-w ire  To­
m ography and F lu orescen t T echniques
The current and energy of the electron beam used in the fluorescent mapping were 
considerably higher (~  100/xA and 200 eV) than for the tomographic technique (~  
IfiA and 20 eV). The higher beam current requirement for the former is necessary 
to achieve light intensities detectible for the CCD camera used while the latter is 
limited by microphonic pickup in the grid. The low beam current requirement for 
the tomography experiment has an advantage of operating the filament gun for 
a longer period of tim e because of the lower filament-heating tem perature. The 
higher beam energy of the fluorescent mapping could affect its accuracy because 
of electron drift effects, but was not crucial because the magnetic field during this 
experiment is >  0.1 T so that the the estim ated drift will be <0.5 mm. In the 
tomographic technique, the effect of drift surfaces is negligible.
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The factors that limit the accuracy of the fluorescent technique include distortions 
introduced from optics used in the imaging system, the pixel size of the camera 
and the procedure for transforming the image. Estimates of the limit of the 
accuracy considering all these factors is ~  6 mm. The accuracy of the multi-wire 
detector is mainly determined by the accuracy of the procedure to calibrate the 
position of the detector with respect to the machine centre. The centre of the 
detector is known within <  1 mm and its toroidal position within 0.4°. The 
detector centre measured is used for transforming the reconstructed results to 
machine coordinates while the toroidal position is used in the HELIAC code to 
produce the accurate Poincare plot (in terms of the toroidal cross-section of the 
magnetic surface) for comparisons with the mapped result.
The quality of the reconstruction of the image is also limited by the existence of 
artefacts. As shown in the results, the presence of the artefacts was sometimes 
minimized by the processing algorithm and subsequent image enhancement of 
the final image. This is true of the smaller magnetic surfaces seen in figure 5.25. 
The artefacts become problematic for the larger magnetic surfaces, where the 
smearing effect of the tangential sampling of the beam is evident as wing-like 
artefacts. Despite of this, as shown in figure 5.24, by processing the image, the 
beam punctures was found to have a FWHM (full-width half-maximum) that 
is limited only by the pixel size, 2.56 mm, the resolution of the reconstruction. 
Therefore, the overall reliability of the image recovered from the projection data 
in the tomography experiment is better than the images from the fluorescent 
detector.
The fluorescent rod technique in this application seemed to display a larger dy­
namic range. Although the background pressure for the flourescent rod data was 
consistently lower than for most of the tomographic data, the difference does 
not fully account for the larger number of transits observed with the fluorescent 
technique. The dynamic range of the tomographic data system is quite high, 
but the typical am plitude of reconstruction artefacts (fig 5.20) is only about one 
order smaller than the typical peaks, limiting the dynamic range. For example,
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based on the projection data and reconstructed image of a larger surface, there 
are about 20 beam punctures observed on the surface. The estim ated number of 
toroidal transits of the beam, based on the discussion of effects of pressure on the 
beam in Chapter 5, is thirty. Therefore, the attenuation clue to high background 
pressure when the experiment was performed combined with the reduced dynamic 
range explains the lower number of beam punctures in a surface the tomographic 
experiment was able to map.
6.2 Error-field A n alysis in H I
The importance of the error field analysis in H-l cannot be pve/trestimated (some 
of the secrets of the H-l configurations have been revealed in these studies) be­
cause future plasma experiments will depend on its findings.
The analysis of the error fields in H-l was discussed in Chapter 5 using results 
from both the tomographic and fluorescent techniques. The results from these 
two techniques gave a consistent analysis of the error fields found in H-l. The 
error fields identified are from the PFC+HC displacement and the PFC current- 
crossovers and the analysis also revealed the effective swing radius of the helical 
coil. A procedure was developed to analyze the error fields in H -l, and can be 
summarized as follows;
1) . A rough calibration of the PFC +  HC displacement correction was found using 
the standard case.
2) . The PFC +  HC displacement was refined using the more sensitive 1/1 reso­
nance.
3) . The effective helical swing radius of H-l was determined from the 1/1 reso­
nance.
4) . Investigate other islands, e.g. 5/4 resonance, for other higher order effects, 
e.g. from current-crossovers.
This procedure will require some iteration, and was developed by a ’cut-and-try
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process to suit the characteristics of the H-l heliac.
6 .3  C o n c lu s io n
The capabilities of the tomographic technique in mapping the magnetic surfaces 
were revealed in the results presented in this thesis. It is a more effective and 
reliable vacuum magnetic surface diagnostics because of its sensitivity, i.e., the 
very small ripple from the D. C. motor generator was detected, and the projec­
tion data itself can be analyzed for details like the number of transits the beam 
has gone around during the mapping or for a rough estim ate of the rotational 
transform, and of its accuracy, i.e., the images are transformed to the machine 
coordinates directly.
An even higher quality of surface mapping in the tomographic experiment can be 
achieved at a much lower pressure, which is expected to produce a larger number 
of beam punctures and lesser noise on the signal from the background scattered 
electrons. Also, the resolution can be improved further by finer angular sampling 
and by using a smaller pixel size in the reconstruction. It may be possible to 
reduce attenuation even further by increasing the transparency of the grid using 
electrostatic techniques based on the repelling bias described in chapter five. 
Reduction of artefacts by improved tomographic inversion techniques, or by a 
constrained point-fitting technique should improve the technique generally, and 
in particular, the dynamic range.
The next stage of experiments will be able to accomodate all of these and more 
detailed mapping experiments and investigations of resonances should also be 
performed.
I l l
C h a p te r  7
A p p e n d ix
T he code used  to sim ulate  the  tom ographic  experim ent and  the  reconstruc tion  of the  p ro jec tion  d a ta  is developed 
in ID L (In teractive  D a ta  Language, RSI Inc.). Here the  com m ented  s ta tem en ts  begin  w ith the  m eans a 
co n tin u a tio n  of the in stru c tio n  line and  strings instructions. R outines and  functions developed especially for 
the  codes can  be found in boldfaced nam es in the  m ain  program . For m ore deta iled  descrip tion  of the  language 
refer to  th e  IDL Reference M anual.
7.1 S im u lation  o f th e  M agn etic  Surface and th e  
p rojection  D ata
;M ain P ro g ram  to com pute  line in tegrals of p u n c tu re  plot
pro w i re , n r = n r ,m v = m v , angle -span=angle_span, angle .sta rt= angle _start,$
n g u n = n g u n ,n p u n c= n p u n c ,tra n sp = tra n sp ,io ta = io ta ,r su rf= rsu rf,$
ringrad=ringrad,rO =rO ,tO m in=tO m in,tO m ax=tO m ax,rw ire=rw ire,help=help
d efa u lt,h e lp ,0 & q u ie t= n o t  help
w ir e - d e f a u lt s ,  nr, m v,angle-span ,an gle-start ,ngun ,npunc,transp ,$  
iota ,rsurf,ringrad ,r0 ,t0m in ,t0m ax,rw ire,rw ire2 ,qu iet= qu iet 
if help  th en  stop
a v = s e  t v ie w  (m v, angle jst art, angle_span)
n w ire= n r ;no dead  channels  
w ch a n ,n r ,n w ire ,ch .p o in tr
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se t_ w p ro j,c h -p o in tr ,n r ,n w ire ,t ,dt,mv,av,ringrad,rO,tOm in,tOm ax
b e a n in p
eps= .01 ;m inim um  detectab le  curren t 
s= sin (av ) & c=cos(av)
d th e ta= 2 .* !p i* io ta  
th e ta = in d g e n (n p u n c )# d th e ta  
cO= 1.
G = flta rr(n r ,m v )
x = fita rr(n g u n ,n p u n c) & z= flta rr(n g u n ,n p u n c)
for ig = 0 ,n g u n -l do begin
for n = 0 ,n p u n c -l  do begin
xz= xzb([rsu i-f(ig ),theta(n ,ig )])
z(ig,n) =  x z ( l)  & x(ig ,n )= xz(0 )
end
if (ig eq 0) th en  $
p lo t,z(ig ,* ),x (ig  ,* ) ,x r= [-l.,l .] ,y r= [-l,l .] ,p sy m = 4 ,$  
p o s= [- .75,-1.,.75,1.] else $ 
op lo t,z(ig ,* ),x (ig ,* ),psym =ig  
end
p au se ,’calcu la te  the  line in teg ra ls’
; cycle over guns
for ig = 0 ,n g u n -l do begin
; cycle over views an d  check the  pun c tu res
for m = 0 ,m v -l do begin
current=cO  in itia liz e d  beam  curren t
for n = 0 ,n p u n c -l  do begin
xx= x (ig ,n ) &; zz= z(ig ,n )
for l= 0 ,n r- l  do begin
if(ab s(t(l,m )) gt 1) th en  go to ,outside  ;outside p lasm a region
d p = ab s (d is t(x x ,zz ,s (m ),c (m ),t( l,m )))
if ( dp  It d t  ) th en  begin
;p rin t,’m ,l,d p ,d t:’,m ,l,dp ,d t
if ( (rw ire eq 0) or (tran sp  eq 1) ) th en  begin  ;no a tte n u a tio n
G (l,m )=G (l,m )-|-cO
end else begin
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d c = c u rre n t* ( l  ,-transp)*exp(-dpA2/rw ire2)
G (l,m )= G (l,m )+ d c  
c u rren t= cu rren t-d c  
;p r in t, ’1,c u rre n t: ’ ,1 .current 
end
if (cu rren t le eps) then  goto,next-view  
g o to ,p rin t J t
end
outside:
end ; wire loop
p rin t,fo rm a t= ” (’ m ,n ,cu rren t’,2i4,f6.3)” ,m ,n ,current 
end ; loop over views
end ; loop over guns
g m ax = m ax (G ) &; g m in= m in(G )
for m = 0 ,m v -l do ad d to ,sum v,to ta l(G (* ,m ))
gview =m ax(sum v)
p r in t , ’gm in.gm ax ,gvie w: ’ ,gm in,gm ax ,gvie w
save ,filen= ’w ire .d a t’,n r  ,m v,ngun,npunc,iota,rsurf,$
tran sp , angle .span, angle-start,ringrad,rO ,tOm in,tO m ax,rw ire,gview ,G
p r in t,’P ro jection  d a ta  saved in W IR E.D A T ’
stop
end
; Function  XZB
; calcu la tes the  cartes ian  co-ords (x,z) of the  bean  pixel 
; corresponding  to  po lar coords (r ,t) .
func tion  x zb ,r,t
com m on bean,zO ,Q ,tpsi,s,dm ax,tm ax 
if n_elem ents(dm ax) eq 0 th en  b ean inp  
cphi =  (r* co s ( t)+ s) /Q  
s p h i= sq r t( l.-c p h iA2)
D =  Q * sp h i+ zO + r* s in (t)/tp s i
x = (D * cp h i)/d m a x  & z=(D *sphi-Q -zO )/dm ax & xz=[x,z]
re tu rn ,x z
end
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fu n c tio n  d is t,x ,y ,s ,c ,h  re tu rn ,h -y * s-x * c  en d
; defau lt values of the p aram eters
pro w ire-defau lts,n r,m v,angle-span ,angle-start,ngun ,npunc,transp ,$  
io ta , rsurf,ringrad ,r0 ,t0m in,t0m ax,rw ire,rw ire2 , qu ie t= q u ie t
d e fau lt,n r ,32 ,’num ber of wires N R ’,q u ie t= qu iet
defau lt,m v, 180,’num ber of views M V ’,qu ie t= q u ie t
d e fa u lt,n g u n ,l ,’num ber of guns N G U N ’,qu ie t= q u ie t
d e fau lt,n p u n c ,10,’num ber of pun c tu res N PU N C ’,q u ie t= q u ie t
defau lt,rw ire ,.01 ,’fractional wire cap tu re  rad ius RYVIRE’,q u ie t= q u ie t
d e fau lt,tran sp ,95,’percentage wire transparency  T R A N S P’,q u ie t= q u ie t
d e fau lt,a n g str t,0 .,’view s ta r t  angle A N G ST R T ’,q u ie t= q u ie t
d efau lt,angspan , 180.,’angle span  of views A N GSPAN’,q u ie t= q u ie t
defau lt ,io ta,replicate( 1.55 ,ngun),’ro ta tional transfo rm  IO TA ’ ,qu ie t= q u ie t
defau lt,rsu rf,rep lica te(0 .7,n g u n ),’gun surface radii R SU R F’,q u ie t= q u ie t
d e fau lt,r in g rad ,1.0,’wire fram e rad ius R IN G R A D ’,q u ie t= q u ie t
default,rO ,-0 .3 ,’fram e offset from  centre  of u n it circle R 0 ’,q u ie t= q u ie t
default,tO m in,-.95,'m inim um  im pact p a ram ete r w rt ring fram e T 0M IN ’,q u ie t= q u ie t
default,tO m ax,.95 ,’m axim um  im pact p a ram ete r wrt ring fram e T0M A X ’,q u ie t= q u ie t
a n g le -s ta r t= an g s tr t/! ra d e g
angle .jspan= angspan/!radeg
tra n s p = tra n s p  /100.
rw ire2 = rw ireA2
re tu rn
end
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su b ro u tin e  VVCHAN
pro w chan,nr,nw ire,ch-pointr
if (nwire eq nr) th en  begin
p rin t, ’All channels are requested!’
ch -p o in tr= in d g en (n r)
re tu rn
end else begin
p r in t,’No provision for broken wires yet!’
n w ire= nr
end
re tu rn
end
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su b ro u tin e  S E T .W P R O J
pro set_wproj ,w pointer,nr,nw ire,t,dt,m v,av,ringrad,rO ,tO m in,tO m ax 
p r in t,’C reating  the  p ro jec tion  geom etry ...’
if( (abs(tOm in) gt ringrad) or (abs(tO m ax) gt ring rad ) ) th en  begin
b e ll,3 ,’se t.w pro j: defau lting  the geom etry!’
d t= 2 .* rin g ra d /flo a t(n r)
t0 = -r in g ra d + d t/2 .
end else begin
d t =  ( tOm ax-tOm in)/floa t (n r-1)
tO=tOmin
end
t= flta rr(n w ire ,m v )
tc= tO + w p o in te r* d t ;dist to  centre  of ring 
for m = 0 ,m v -l do t(* ,m ) =  tc+rO *cos(av(m ))
re tu rn
end
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S u b ro u tin e  BEANINP
pro getdm ax
com m on bean , zO,Q ,tpsi,s,dm ax, tm ax 
r=  1.
d t =  !pi/500.
d m a x = l .  ;s ta rt w ith u n it norm alization
d d = 0 .
t =  indgen( 1000)*dt 
r= rep lica te (l.,1 0 0 0 )
x z= x zb (r ,t)
x=xz(0:999) &; z=xz(1000:1999)
d = s q r t (x A2 + z A2)
dm ax =  m ax(d , nm ax)
tm ax  =  t(n m ax )
re tu rn
end
pro b ean inp
com m on bean,zO ,Q ,tpsi,s,dm ax,tm ax
p r in t,’R eading B EA N .IN P for bean  p a ram ete rs’
get d u n ,u n it
d u m = 'v a r jia m e '
o p e n r ,u n it,’id l$ h l:b ean .in p ’ ; NO TE; values are shown below 
read f,un it,dum ,psi,fo rm at =  ’(a8 ,fl4 .5 )’ ;illum ination  angle 
re a d f,u n it,d u m ,h ,fo rm a t= ’(a8 ,fl4 .5 )’ ;height above x-z plane 
read f,u n it,d u m ,Q ,fo rm at =  ’(a8 ,fl4 .5 )’ ;cylinder rad ius 
read f,u n it,d u m ,s ,fo rm a t= ’(a8 ,fl4 .5 )’ ;circle offset 
close,unit & freed u n ,u n it
p s i= p si/!ra d eg  & tp s i= ta n (p s i)  & zO = h/tpsi
ge tdm ax
re tu rn
end
;P a ram e te r values for th e  su b rou tine  bean inp
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psi = 53.66, ü llum ination  angle
h =1.172, !height above x-z plane
rO = 1.364, !cylinder radius
s = 0 .,
n su rf=  9
r0 =  0.1906033
h =  0.2233726
R =  1.3978903E-02
p si=  53.66806
D R =  1.3920247E-02
S H IF T =  -1.239730
7.2 R e c o n s tru c tio n  C o d e
;M ain P rogram  to reconstruc t the  p ro jections using 
S im u ltan eo u s Ite ra tive  R ecostruc tion  Technique
; exam ple call
; w art,n g r= 3 0 0 ,rm ax = 0 .99,rm in = 0 ,n it =  5,/save,/prog,H ist =  ’w94071106.dat’,$ 
; nw ire=55,glim its[l,100],m ult= .001,logit= :0 ;,/show
pro W A R T,niter=niter,w size=w size,H ist= flist,$
s ta r t  _file=start-file, help=help ,co lour=colour,$
c tb l= ctb l,m v fac= m vfac,in te rac tive= in teractive ,$
nrfac= nrfac ,nw ire=nw ire ,show = show ,save= save,order= order,$
d w = d w ,ep s= ep s ,rm in = rm in ,rm ax = rm ax ,p s= p s ,n o p rt= n o p rt,$
a lp h a = a lp h a ,b e ta= b e ta ,g lim its= g lim its ,$
ngrid= ngrid ,s igm a= sigm a,iseed= iseed , log it= log it,$
p rogress-report= progress_report, m ultip licative= m ultip licative , kill=kill
defau lt,log it, 1 ; log the  pro jections 
defau lt, p rogress-report, 0 
defau lt, m vfac, 1 
defau lt, nrfac, 1 
defau lt, m ultip licative, 0.
de fau lt,h e lp ,0 & q u ie t= n o t help
@ wart_defau lts
if help th en  stop
if c tb l ne 0 th en  lo ad c t,c tb l
nhst= n_elem ents(flist)
if n list g t 0 th en  begin
for i= 0 , n lis t-1 do begin
filenam e=flist(i)
resto re  ,filen=prefix  ( )+ filenam e
end
end else resto re,filen= prefix () +  ’w ire .da t’ 
G = G to t
defau lt, nw ire, n r
if (sigm a gt 0.) th en  ad d _ n o ise ,G ,sig m a ,seed
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; reduce num ber of views
if m vfac ne 1 or nrfac ne 1 th en  begin
m v = m v /m v fac  & n r= n r/n r fa c  & nw ire= nw ire /n rfac
G = reb in  (float (G ), n r ,mv)
p r in t,’size G :’,size(G)
end
a v = s e t  v iew  (m v,angle-start ,angle.span) 
sv = sin (av ) & cv=cos(av)
fac= w size*fix (900 ./(n r>m v)) 
w indow ,xs=fac*nr,ys=fac*m v 
; loadct,12
tvsc l,rebin(G ,fac*nr,fac*m v,/sam ple) 
p r in t,’... the  shadow :’
; kill off dead  wires
w pointer=good_w ires(G ,nw ire,kill=kill)
tvscl,rebin(G ,fac*nw ire,fac*m v,/sam ple) 
p r in t,’w p o in ter:’,w pointer
se t_w pro j,w poin ter,n r,nw ire ,t,d t,m v,av ,ringrad ,rO ,tO m in ,tO m ax
; show the  geom etry
if key word-set (show) then  begin
window
show_geom ,t,av
end
if p rogress-report th en  begin 
p lo t,[- l.,l] ,[0 ,m ax (G )],/n o d a ta
for m = 0 ,m v -l do begin & w ait,0.05 &: op lo t,t(* ,m ),G (* ,m ) &: end 
end
; m ask th e  G (l,m ) an d  t(l,m ) arrays according to  glim its 
G m ax = m ax (G )
p r in t,’G m ax, G lim its :’, G m ax, G lim its
G index= w here(G  gt Glimits(O), n d a ta )  & G = G (G index) &: t= t(G in d e x )  
G =  (G < G lim its ( l) )  ;hard  clip the  m axim um
if logit eq 1 th en  beg in
b e ll,1,’T aking ALOG10 of (G > 1 )’
G = a lo g lO (flo a t(G > l))
end
; set the  pixel coord ina tes 
se t_ p ix ,x ,y ,n g rid
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np ts= n_elem ents(x)
; set the  bean  transfo rm ation
b e a n in p
; ca lcu la te  in itial m ask
set-w m ask ,im age,m ask ,x ,y ,gv iew ,a lpha ,beta ,ring rad ,rO ,rm in ,rm ax ,np ts, $ 
s ta r t  _file=start -file ,/initialize, m ultip licative=m ultip licative
nyside= fix (sq rt( niter))
n x sid e= n ite r/n y sid e
side=w size*ngrid
if ps th en  begin
p sin it,filen am e= ’w art.p s’,co l= co lo u r,b o rd er= 0 ,n p lo t= n iter 
end else begin
window, xs=nxside*side,ys=nyside*side
end
i te r = l
while (ite r le n ite r) do begin 
p r in t,’ART un d er way ...’
w ire_art,G ,G index ,nw ire ,m v,t,sv ,cv ,im age,m ask ,x ,y ,ngrid ,$  
p ro g ress-rep o rt,o rd er= o rd er, m u lt= m ultip lica tive
c im age= reb in(im age, side, side,/sam ple) 
p r in t,’i te ra tio n ’,ite r,’ -d o n e ’
if (( ite r  eq n ite r) and  colour) th en  begin
cx=0.8*side
cw =0.15*side
cy=0.15*side
ch=0.75*side
co lo r-b a r,c im ag e,cw id th = cw ,ch eig h t= ch ,cx strt= cx ,cy strt= cy  
end
p u t -im age,c im age,iter-l
if keyw ord-set(save) th en  sav e ,fi= ’w t’+ s tr tr im (ite r- l ,2 )  +  ’.d a t’,$ 
m ask,im age
set-w m ask,im age,m ask,x ,y ,gview ,alpha,beta,ringrad ,rO ,rm in ,rm ax,npts
i te r = i te r + l
end  ; while loop
p rin t, ’ ***** a tta in e d  m axim um  ite ra tio n s **•**’ 
g o to ,m axou t
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convergence:
prin t, ’ ***** convergence to final im age ***** 
m axout:
;p rin t, ’W riting  pro jec tion  of final im age ...’
; w rite th e  im age
if ps then  p so u t,n o p rt= n o p rt
stop
end
function  s e t  v iew , mv, ang le-start, angle jspan
; mv is nu m b er of views and  ph i(m ) is the  viewing angle for the  m th  view
re tu rn ,indgen(m v)*( ang le -sp an /flo a t (mv) ) +  an g le js ta rt
end
pro se t_ p ix ,x ,y ,n g rid
u n it= rep lica te (  1 ,ngrid)
lin e = -l+ in d g e n (n g rid ) /f lo a t (ng rid /2 )
x = lin e # u n it  & x= reform (x ,ng rid*ngrid ,/overw rite)
y = u n it# l in e  & y= reform (y ,ngrid*ngrid ,/overw rite)
re tu rn
end
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;P a ram ete r defau lt values
d efau lt,dw ,.005,’fractional half-w idth  of backq jro jec ted  s trip e  D W ’,qu i= qu ie t 
d e fau lt.ep s,0 .001,’convergence criterion  E P S ’,q u i= qu ie t 
d e fau lt,rm in , 0 .,’image is zero inside R M IN ’,qu i= qu ie t
d e fau lt,rm ax , 1 .9 ,’m axim um , else >1 —+ no bean  constra in ts  RM A X ’,qu i= qu ie t 
d e fau lt,a lp h a ,1.,’m ask exponent - acceleration  p a ram ete r A L PH A ’,q u i= qu ie t 
d e fau lt,b e ta ,.001,’m ask fractional clip level B ETA ’,qu i= qu ie t 
d e fau lt,th resh o ld ,0 ,’absolute d a ta  d iscrim ination  level T H R E SH O LD ’,qu i= qu ie t 
d e fau lt,n g rid ,128,’num ber of grid po in ts on -1,1 N G R ID ’,q u i= q u ie t 
defau lt,sigm a,0 .,’percentage noise on line in tegrals SIG M A ’,q u i= q u ie t 
default ,iseed, 1, ’seed ’ ,qu i= quiet
d e fau lt,n ite r ,1,’N um ber of ite ra tio n s N IT E R ’,qu i= qu ie t
d e fau lt,p s ,0 ,’P roduce postsc rip t P S ’,qu i= quiet
d e fa u lt ,n o P r t , l ,’No p rin ting  N O PR T ’,qu i= quiet
d e fau lt,w s ize ,l,’W indow size scale factor W SIZ E ’,q u i= q u ie t
de fau lt,co lo u r,0,’Colour o u tp u t C O LO U R ’,qu i= qu ie t
d e fau lt,c tb l,0 ,’Colour table  C T B L ’,qu i= qu ie t
n g rid = long(ngrid )
n p ts= n g rid * n g rid
d w 2 = d w A2 &: sigm a= sigm a/100 .
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;Subroutine  W IRE-AR T
pro w ire_art,G ,G index,nr,m v,t,sv ,cv ,reconstr,m ask,x ,y ,ngrid ,$  
p rogress-rep o rt,o rd er= o rd er,m u lt= m u lt
im g_area=w here(m ask ne 0)
if (img-area(O) eq -1) then  s to p ,‘B A C K -PR O JEC T: m ask is everywhere zero!’ 
d s= '2 ./flo at(n g rid ) & d s2 = d s/2 . & d s3 2 = d s+ d s/2 . 
x m = x(im g-area) & ym = y(im g-area) 
im g=float(reconstr(im g_area)) & m sk=m ask(im g-area)
G = flo a t(G ) ;float it ju s t in case
if p rogress-report th en  begin 
nx=fix(!d .x-size) & ny=fix(!d.y-size) 
window, 0, x s= n g rid , y s= n g rid
end
if m ult eq 1 th en  begin ;m ultip licative a rt 
for m = 0 ,m v -l do begin 
lin e s= w h ere ((G in d ex /n r eq m ), nlines) 
if (nlines g t 0) th en  begin
tt= t( lin e s )  & G l= G (lines) tim g =  xm *cv(m )+ym *sv(m ) ;im pact param ete rs  for im age po in ts
if o rder eq 0 th en  begin 
for i= 0 ,n lin e s-1 do begin 
d t =  a b s ( t im g -  t t ( i ) ) 
n ear= w h ere( d t le ds2, nnear) 
if (nn ear gt 0) th en  $
im g (n ear)= im g (n ear)* G l(i) /  to ta l(im g (n ear)) 
end
end  else beg in  ;o rd e r= l
for i= 0 ,n lin e s-l do begin
d t =  a b s ( t im g -  t t ( i ))
near= w h ere( d t le ds2, nnear)
if (nn ear g t 0) th en  begin
d tn = ( l .-d t (n e a r ) /d s 2 )  &: im gn= im g(near)
w tsu m im g = to ta l(d tn * im g n )/to ta l(d tn )
im g (n ear)= im g n ,I(G l(i)/w tsum im g) Ad tn
end
end
end
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if progress-report then  begin
tvscl,reform (reconstr,ngrid ,ngrid)
end
end
end ; view loop
end else begin
for m = 0 ,m v -l do begin
lin e s= w h ere((G in d ex /n r eq m ), nlines)
if (nlines gt 0) then  begin
tt  — t(lines) & G l= G (lines)
tim g =  xm *cv(m )+ym *sv(m ) ;im pact param ete rs  for im age po in ts
for i= 0 ,n lin e s-1 do begin 
d t =  ab s(tim g  - t t ( i ) ) 
near= w h ere( d t le ds2, nnear) 
if (nn ear gt 0) then  $
im g(near) =  (im g(near) +  (G l(i)-to ta l(im g(near)))/nnear)$^$0  
end
if p rogress-report th en  begin 
reco n str(im g-area)= im g  
tvscl,reform (reconstr,ngrid ,ngrid ) 
end
end
end; view loop 
end
reco n str(im g -a rea )= im g
if p rogress-report th en  window, xs= nx , y s= ny
re tu rn
end
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Subrou tine  A D D .N O ISE
pro add_noise,G ,sigm a,seed 
de fau lt,seed ,1
npts= n_elem ents(G ) &: g m ax= m ax(G )
p r in t,’C orrup ting  w ith ’,sigm a*100,’ percen t G aussian  noise’ 
noise=sigm a*random n(seed ,np ts)*G m ax 
G =  (G + n o ise)> 0  
re tu rn
end
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S u b ro u tin e  SETW .M A SK
pro  se t.w m ask ,reconstr,m ask,x ,y ,gview ,alpha,beta ,ringrad ,rO ,rm in ,rm ax,npts, $
in itialize= in itia lize ,com pensate= com pensa te , $
sta rt_h le=start_ file ,m ultip licative=m ultip licative
defau lt, s ta rt-file ,”
if keyw ord-set(initialize) th en  begin
if s trlen (sta rt-file) gt 0 th en  begin
p r in t,’R eading s ta r t  file for im age and  m ask ... ’ 
restore,filen=start_file
reco n str= im ag e
if n_elem ents(im age) ne n p ts  th en  begin 
b e ll,2 ,’Im age size inconsistent w ith N G R ID ’
stop
end
end else begin
p r in t,’In itia lizing  m ask ... ’
m ask = flta rr(n p ts )  & reco n str= flta rr(n p ts)
r in g rad 2 = rin g ra d A2
if (rm ax  gt 1) th en  begin  ;constra in  to  u n it circle 
m ask(w here( (x A2 + y A2) It 1. ))= 1 . 
end  else begin
for i= lo n g (0 ) ,n p ts - l do begin 
r t= r tb (y ( i) ,x ( i) )  &: r= rt(0 )
if ( (r le rm ax) an d  (r ge rm in) ) th en  m ask(i) =  l .
end ; for
end
im g_area= w here)m ask  eq 1)
if m ultip licative  gt 0 th en  reco n str(im g .area )= m u ltip licativ e  
save,m ask  ,filen= ’m ask .dat ’
end
end else begin
; renorm alize  the  reco n str an d  set clip levels
w m m = m in m ax  (reconstr)
c lip = b e ta*  (w m m ( 1 )-w m m (0)) +w m m (0)
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p r in t,’m inm ax(reconstr), G :\w m m ,clip 
zero =  w here(reconstr It clip, nzero) 
if nzero gt 0 then  begin
m ask(zero )= 0 .
reconstr(zero )= 0 .
end
end
re tu rn
end
; calcu la tes the  equivalent po lar co-ords for circle given 
; (x,z) co-ords of its reflection in a  s tra ig h t cylinder.
function  r tb ,x ,z
com m on bean,zO ,Q ,tpsi,s,dm ax,tm ax 
if n .e lem en ts(dm ax) eq 0 th en  bean inp
; x an d  z are  co-ords m easured  relative to  centre of bean 
; zprim e is m easured  relative to  cen tre  of cylinder
x n = x * d m ax  & zn= z* d m ax  ;norm alized coords
a lfa = s /tp s i
b e ta = Q /tp s i
zp rim e= zn+ Q + zO
D = sq rt(zp rim e A2 +  x n A2)
y l= D -Q *zprim e/D -zO
x l= b e ta * x n /D -a lfa
r= tp s i * sq rt( y l A2 +  x l A2 ) & t= a ta n ( y l ,x l )  & rt =  [r,t]
re tu rn ,r t
end
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7.3 S in o g ram
; M ain P rogram  to crea te  the  sinogram  of the p ro jec tion  d a ta  
; and  to identify the  beam  pun c tu res from  the sinogram  in teractively  
; from  the  screen
function  s in o g ram x o rre la te , G, tw, avs, tm in , nwire, $ 
show =show , n s te p t= n s te p t, tran g e= tran g e , m range= m range
; place vertex  a t cu rren t position , calcu la te  pixel indices for corre lation  
; based  on t =  r_0*cos(thetaD  - phi)
; where r_0 and  theta_0 are coords of p u n c tu re
; corre la tion  coefficient is weighted by the  leng th  of the  arc
defau lt, show, 0
defau lt, n s te p t, 2 ’N um ber of im pact p a ram ete r steps betw een w ires’
p r in t,’perform ing the  co rre la tio n ....’
m v=n_elem ents(avs) ; avs: angles a rray
nr= n_elem ents(tw ) ;tw: wire im pact param ete rs
t0 = tw (0 )
t l  =  tw (n r-l)
d t= tw ( 1 )-tw(0)
d s= flo at ( d t ) /  n step t
ts= ran g e(flo a t(t0 4 -tm in * d t),tw (n w ire -l) ,d s)
nsteps= n_elem en ts(ts)
;p rin t,’ts :’,ts 
p r in t,’n s te p s:’,nsteps
cvs=cos(avs-avs(0))
d av = ab s(av s(l)-av s(0 ))
w co rr= fltarr(nsteps,m v)
defau lt, tran g e , [0, n steps-l] 
defau lt, m range , [0, m v-l]
for j= tra n g e (0 ) , tra n g e ( l)  do begin
pO =  ts(j) ; im pact p a ram ete r
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; find the wires to be scanned 
w ires=w here(tw  le pO) 
p r in t,’
; find the angle offset indices corresponding to 
; where the  wires m ost nearly  in tersect the  arc 
a i= fix (acos(tw ( w ires)/ pO)/dav-f-0.5)
; take two branches 
w2 =  [wires, wires]
for m = m ran g e (0 ), m ran g e (l)  do begin 
a =  [m a i , m- ai]
ok = w h ere (a  It mv and  a  ge 0, nok) 
w c o rr(j,m )= to ta l( G (w 2(ok),a(ok))) /floa t(nok)
end
if keyw ord-set(show ) th en  tvscl, rebin(w corr,4*nw ire,2*m v,/sam ple)
endfor ; j
re tu rn , wcorr 
end
pro W tcorr,w size= w size ,co lou r= co lour,c tb l= ctb l,npunc= npunc ,dw = dw ,$  
tm in = tm in ,tm ax = tm ax ,trim = trim ,p s= p s,n o p rt= :n o p rt,filen am e= filen am e ,$  
show =show , th re sh = th re sh , a lp h a= a lp h a ,$
g am m a= g am m a, n s te p t= n s te p t, tran g e = tra n g e , m range= m range, $ 
equalize=equalize , in te rac tiv e= in terac tiv e , d eb u g= debug
defau lt, help, 0 &: q u ie t= n o t help
defau lt, trim , 1., ’R equired an g u la r scale facto r for calib ra tion , q u i= q u ie t
defau lt, npunc , 6 ; num ber of p u n c tu re  po in ts
defau lt, tm in , 2, ’m inim um  wire n um ber for co rre l’, q u i= q u ie t
defau lt, tm ax , 60, ’m axim um  wire n um ber for co rre l’, q u i= q u ie t
defau lt, ps,0, ’P ro d u ce  postsc rip t P S ’,qu i= qu ie t
defau lt, n o P r t ,0 ,’No p rin ting  N O P R T ’,qu i= qu ie t
defau lt, w s ize ,l,’W indow size scale factor W SIZ E ’,qu i= qu ie t
defau lt, co lour,0 ,’Colour o u tp u t C O LO U R ’,qu i= qu ie t
defau lt, c tb l ,0 ,’C olour tab le  C T B L ’,q u i= qu ie t
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defau lt, dw, 1.5, 'w id th  in wire sepn un its of suppression G au ssian ’,qui= quiet 
de fau lt, filenam e, prefix() +  ’w tco rr.d a t’ 
defau lt, equalize, 0, ’ equalize wire sensitiv ies’ 
de fau lt, show, 0
defau lt, th resh , 0.01, 'T hreshold  for no rm aliza tion ’, q u ie t= q u ie t 
de fau lt, a lp h a , 1., 'E xponen t for co rre la tion ’, q u ie t= q u ie t 
de fau lt, gam m a, .0, 'C lip level for p ro jec tio n ’, q u ie t= q u ie t 
d e fau lt, in te rac tive , lb  
de fau lt, debug, 0
if help th en  stop
if c tb l ne 0 th en  lo ad c t,c tb l
if n_elem ents(g) eq 0 th en  restore,filen=prefix() +  ’w tco rr.d a t’ ; ,nr,m v,tw ,av,G
if n_elem ents(tw orig) eq 0 th en  tw orig=tw
tw = tw orig
if ps th en  ps
ite ra te : if n_elem ents(trim ) gt 1 th en  begin ; tr im (l:2 )  are wire posn  trim s, if there  
tw = tw  +  t r im ( l)  ; offset in m m
if n_elem ents(trim ) gt 2 th en  tw = tw * trim (2 ) ; scale factor
end  ; e x tra  trim s
t0 = tw (0 )
d t =  tw( 1 )-tw(0)
p rin t ,’t0 ,d t :’,t0 ,d t
p r in t , ’tr im :’, trim
a v s= av * trim (0 )
;avs= av  ;dum m y 
d a = a v s( l) -a v s (0 )  
n w ire = tm a x - tm in + l
if ps th en  s e t .p lo t,’X ’ 
window, xs= 8 * n r, ys=2*m v
!p .m u lti= [0 ,l ,2]
G = G (0 :tm a x ,* ) & n r = tm a x + l  
GVV=float(G)
; equalize th e  background  
m a rg in = flta rr(n r)
for i= 0 ,n r- l  do m arg in(i) =  to ta l(G W (i,’*)) 
p lo t,m a rg in ,t i t l= ’wire sensitiv itie s’ 
m ax m arg in = m ax  (m argin)
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G w = G w / m a x m a r g i n  ;no rm a lize  firs t 
if key w o rd -se t (eq u a l ize )  t h e n  beg in  
e q u a l i z a r r = w h e re (m a r g in  g t  t h r e s h * m a x m a rg in )  
for i= 0 ,  n _ e lem en ts (eq u a l iza r r ) - l  do  beg in  &$ 
e i= e q u a l i z a r r ( i )  &$
G W ( e i , * ) = G  W ( e i ,* )* m a x m a rg in /m a rg in ( e i )  &$ 
e n d
for i= 0 ,n r- l  do m argin(i) =  to ta l(G W (i,* )) 
p lo t,m a rg in ,t i tl= ’corrected wire sensitiv ities’ 
end if ; equalize
; weight the highs, clip the lows 
b ackgnd= w here(G W  It gam m a*m ax(G W ),nbck) 
if nbck gt 0 th en  G W (backgnd)= 0  
G W = G W a a lp h a
tvscl, rebin(alog(G  +  l) ,4 * n r,m v ,/sam p le), 0 
tvscl, reb in (a lo g (G W + l),4 * n r,m v ,/sam p le), 1
wcorr =  s in o g ram x o rrp la te ( GW , tw, avs, tm in , nwire, $ 
n s te p t= n s te p t,  show =show , tran g e = tra n g e , m range= m range)
if ps th en  se t-p lo t,’P S ’ 
w corr= w corr/m ax  (wcorr)
tit= strin g (d filen am e , trim , fo rm = ’(a, ” , t r im = ” , 3f7 .3)’) 
if ps th en  begin
p lo t,x r= [0 ,n je lem en ts(tw )-l], y r= [0 ,n_elem ents(avs)-l], [1,2], /n o d a ta ,t i t l= t i t
tvscl, w c o rr ,/d a ta ,0,0
endif ;ps
if (1) th en  begin
se t_p lo t,’X’ window,0
;ex p an d = lo n g (m v /n s)
ex p an d = 7
tvscl,w corr
end ; ps
if in te rac tiv e  th en  p rin t, ’click on po in ts, or bounding  box, then  a po in t o u ts id e ’ 
m an _ p o in ts= -l
m an _ p o in ts= click im age(w corr) ;(x a rr= , y a rrr= )
if n -e lem en ts(m an-po in ts) gt 4 th en  w rite_m punc, m an-poin ts, tw, av, dfilenam e 
p ro m p t, trim , d e fau lt= tr im , ’new trim  value’,/a sk  
if trim (0 ) It 0 th en  stop  ; in  case you forgot debug!
if m an_points(0) ne -1 th en  begin  ; if valid po in ts entered , m ake new ranges
m ran g e= m in m ax (m an -p o in ts (l,* ))
trang e= m in m ax (m an 4 Jo in ts(0 ,* ))
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endif ; m an-poin ts 
if debug th en  stop  
if in te rac tive  then  go to ,itera te  
re tu rn
tvscl, rebin(alog(G  +  l),4*nr,m v ,/sam ple), 0 
tvscl, rebin(alog(G W  +  l),4 * n r,m v ,/sam p le), 1
if keyword_set(ps) th en  begin
p sin it,filen am e= ’shadow .ps’,co l=co lour,bo rder= 0 ,np lo t= 2
p u t -image, w corr,0 ,/inv
p u t Jm a g e ,G W ,l,/ in v
psou t ,n o p rt= n o p rt
end
stem = strm id (d filenam e,0 ,strlen (d filenam e)-l)
sav e ,filen am e= stem + ’pim c’,rO,thetaO,delrO
; now take all the  ex trac ted  p unctu res and  p u t on g raph  
!p .m ulti= 0
!p .p o sitio n = [.l ,.1,.9,.9]
p lo t, [-450,150], [-100,350], x r=  [-450,150],yr=  [-100,350],/x s t , /y s t ,/n o d a ta
x = r0 * co s(th e ta0 )
y = r0 * sin (th e ta0 )
x l =  (r0 + delr0 )*cos(the ta0 )
y l= (r0 + d e lr0 )* s in ( th e ta0 )
x2 =  (r0-delr0)*cos(theta0)
y2 =  (r0 -delr0)*sin(theta0)
x3= rO *cos(thetaO +da/2)
y 3 = r0 * s in ( th e ta 0 + d a /2 )
x4=rO *cos(thetaO -da/2)
y4=rO *sin(thetaO -da/2)
for n = 0 ,n p u n c  do begin &$
op lo t,[x l(n ),x 2 (n )],[y l(n ),y 2 (n )] & $
oplot,[x3(n),x4(n)],[y3(n),y4(n)] & $
x y o u ts ,x (n ),y (n ),’ ’.4-strtrim (n,2) & $
end
!p .position= 0
stop
end
pro  w rite-m punc, p ts, tw, av, filenam e 
p rin t, ’w riting  m p u n c .d a t’ 
o p en w ,lu n ,/g e td u n , ’m p u n c .d a t’,/a p p en d  
num = n _ e lem en ts(p ts)/2  
p rin tf,lun , s tr tr im (n u m ,2 ) ,’ ’, filenam e
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for i =  0 ,n u m - l  do  $
p r in tf . lu n ,  tw (p t s (0 , i ) ) ,  a v ( p t s ( l , i ) ) ,  p ts(0 , i ) ,  p ts(  1 , i ) 
c lose , lun  
free d u n ,  lu n  
e n d
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